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ABSTRACT

Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) observations of Uranus in 2015 show that the de-

pletion of upper tropospheric methane has been relatively stable and that the polar region has been

brightening over time as a result of increased aerosol scattering. This interpretation is confirmed

by near-IR imaging from HST and from the Keck telescope using NIRC2 adaptive optics imaging.

Our analysis of the 2015 spectra, as well as prior spectra from 2012, shows that there is a factor of

three decrease in the effective upper tropospheric methane mixing ratio between 30◦ N and 70◦ N.

The absolute value of the deep methane mixing ratio, which probably does not vary with latitude,

is lower than our previous estimate, and depends significantly on the style of aerosol model that

we assume, ranging from a high of 3.5±0.5% for conservative non-spherical particles with a simple

Henyey-Greenstein phase function to a low of 2.7%±0.3% for conservative spherical particles. Our

previous higher estimate of 4±0.5% was a result of a forced consistency with occultation results of

Lindal et al. (1987, JGR 92, 14987-15001). That requirement was abandoned in our new analysis

because new work by Orton et al. (2014, Icarus 243, 494-513) and by Lellouch et al. (2015, Astron.

& AstroPhys. 579, A121), called into question the occultation results. For the main cloud layer in

our models we found that both large and small particle solutions are possible for spherical particle

models. At low latitudes the small-particle solution has a mean particle radius near 0.3 µm, a real

refractive index near 1.65, and a total column mass of 0.03 mg/cm2, while the large-particle solution

has a particle radius near 1.5 µm, a real index near 1.24, and a total column mass 30 times larger.

The pressure boundaries of the main cloud layer are between about 1.1 and 3 bars, within which H2S

is the most plausible condensable.

Subject headings: Uranus, Uranus Atmosphere; Atmospheres, composition, Atmospheres, structure

1. INTRODUCTION

The visible and infrared spectra of Uranus are both

dominated by the absorption features of methane, its

third most abundant gas. In some spectral regions, how-

ever, the effects of collision-induced absorption (CIA) by

hydrogen can be seen competing with methane. Those

wavelengths provide constraints on the number den-

sity of methane with respect to hydrogen, and thus on

the volume mixing ratio of methane. From analysis of
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HST/STIS spatially resolved spectra of Uranus obtained

in 2002, 5 years before equinox and limited to latitudes

south of 30◦ N, Karkoschka and Tomasko (2009), hence-

forth referred to as KT2009, discovered that good fits

to the latitudinal variation of these spectra required a

latitudinal variation in the effective volume mixing ratio

of methane. They inferred that the southern polar region

was depleted in methane with respect to low latitudes by

about a factor of two. This suggested a possible merid-

ional circulation in which upwelling methane-rich gas at

low latitudes was dried out by condensation then moved

to high latitudes, where descending motions brought the

methane-depleted gas downward, with a return flow at

deeper levels.

Because post equinox groundbased observations re-

vealed numerous small “convective” features in the north

polar region that had not been seen in the south polar

region just prior to equinox, Sromovsky et al. (2012b)

suggested that the downwelling movement of methane-

http://arxiv.org/abs/1806.01154v2
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depleted gas would suppress convection in the south po-

lar region, providing a plausible explanation for the lack

of discrete cloud features there, and further suggested

that the presence of discrete cloud features at high north-

ern latitudes might mean that methane is not depleted

there. However, using 2012 HST/STIS observations de-

signed to test that hypothesis, Sromovsky et al. (2014)

showed that the depletion was indeed symmetric, with

both polar regions depleted by similar amounts, and from

imaging observations taken near equinox using discrete

narrow band filters that sampled methane-dominated

and hydrogen-dominated wavelengths, they showed that

the symmetry was also present at equinox and thus prob-

ably a stable feature of the Uranian atmosphere.

In spite of the apparent general stability of the lat-

itudinal distribution of methane, there were significant

post-equinox increases in the brightness of the north po-

lar region, as well as some evidence for brightening at low

latitudes. New HST/STIS observations were obtained

in 2015 to further investigate possible changes in the

methane distribution and the nature of the polar bright-

ening that was taking place.

Other relevant developments occurred since our last

analysis of the HST/STIS spectra of Uranus. The first

is the inference of new mean temperature and methane

profiles for Uranus by Orton et al. (2014a), which are

in disagreement with the occultation-based profiles of

Lindal et al. (1987) and also with those using a reduced

He/H2 volume mixing ratio derived by Sromovsky et al.

(2011). The second development is an independent deter-

mination of the methane volume mixing ratio in the lower

stratosphere and upper troposphere by Lellouch et al.

(2015) using Herschel far infrared and sub-mm obser-

vations. Since both of these results question the valid-

ity of Uranus occultation results in general, and more

specifically the validity of using them at all times and

all latitudes, we decided to modify our analysis so that

models would be constrained by STIS spectral observa-

tions alone, and abandoned the requirement that our low-

latitude methane profiles also be consistent with occul-

tation constraints. We also took a fresh look at how to

best model the aerosol structure, and found that a much

simpler 2-3 layer structure could produce fits as accurate

as the more complex five-layer structure we had used in

our previous analysis of the 2012 STIS observations.

In the following we first describe the approach to con-

straining the methane mixing ratio on Uranus, then dis-

cuss the new thermal profile for Uranus and its im-

plications. We follow that with a discussion of our

STIS, WFC3, and Keck supporting observations, the

calibration of the STIS spectra, direct comparisons of

STIS spectra, comparisons of imaging observations at

key wavelengths, description of our approach to radia-

tive transfer modeling, results of modeling cloud struc-

ture and the distribution of methane, interpretation of

those results, how models can be extended to longer

wavelengths to match spectra obtained at NASA’s In-

frared Telescope Facility (IRTF), comparisons with other

models, and a final summary and conclusions.

2. HOW OBSERVATIONS CONSTRAIN THE METHANE

MIXING RATIO ON URANUS

Constraining the mixing ratio of CH4 on Uranus is

based on differences in the spectral absorption of CH4

and H2, illustrated by the penetration depth plot of Fig.

1. There methane absorption can be seen to dominate

at most wavelengths, while hydrogen’s Collision Induced

Absorption (CIA) is relatively more important in nar-

row spectral ranges near 825 nm, which is covered by our

STIS observations, and also near 1080 nm, which we were

able to sample with imaging observations using the NIC-

MOS F108N filter and Keck He1 A filter. Model calcula-

tions that don’t have the correct ratio of methane to hy-

drogen lead to a relative reflectivity mismatch near these

wavelengths. Karkoschka and Tomasko (2009) used the

825-nm spectral constraint to infer a methane mixing ra-

tio of 3.2% at low latitudes, but dropping to 1.4% at high

southern latitudes. Sromovsky et al. (2011) analyzed the

same data set, but used only temperature and mixing

ratio profiles that were consistent with the Lindal et al.

(1987) refractivity profiles. They confirmed the depletion

but inferred a somewhat higher mixing ratio of 4% at low

latitudes and found that better fits were obtained if the

high latitude depletion was restricted to the upper tropo-

sphere (down to ∼2-4 bars). Subsequently, 2009 ground-

based spectral observations at the NASA Infrared Tele-

scope Facility (IRTF) using the SpeX instrument, which

provided coverage of the key 825-nm spectral region, were

used by Tice et al. (2013) to infer that both northern and

southern mid latitudes were weakly depleted in methane,

relative to the near equatorial region, which was enriched

by at least 9%. Their I-band analysis yielded a broad

peak centered at 6◦S, which was 32±24% above the min-

imum found at 44◦N. These low IRTF-based values for

the latitudinal variation might be partly a result of lower

spatial resolution combined with worse view angles into

higher latitudes than obtained by HST observations.

3. HST/STIS 2015 OBSERVATIONS
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Fig. 1.— Penetration depth vs. wavelength as limited by different opacity sources assuming the Orton et al. (2014a) temperature profile

and a 3.5% deep methane mixing ratio. Where absorption dominates, penetration is about one optical depth, but when Rayleigh scattering

dominates, light can penetrate many optical depths. Transmission profiles of key HST/NICMOS (dot-dash) and Keck NIRC2 (solid)

narrow-band filters are also plotted.

Our 2015 spectral observations of Uranus (Cycle 23

HST program 14113, L. Sromovsky P.I.) used four HST

orbits, three of them devoted to STIS spatial mosaics

and one devoted to Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) sup-

port imaging. The STIS observations were taken on 10

October 2015 and the WFC3 observations on 11 October

2015. Observing conditions and exposures are summa-

rized in Table 1.

3.1. STIS spatial mosaics.

Our STIS observations used the G430L and G750L

gratings and the CCD detector, which has ∼0.05 arc-

second square pixels covering a nominal 52′′×52′′ square

field of view (FOV) and a spectral range from ∼200 to

1030 nm (Hernandez et al. 2012). Using the 52′′×0.1′′

slit, the resolving power varies from 500 to 1000 over each

wavelength range due to fixed wavelength dispersion of

the gratings. Observations had to be carried out within

a few days of Uranus opposition (12 October 2015) when

the telescope roll angle could be set to orient the STIS

slit parallel to the spin axis of Uranus.

One STIS orbit produced a mosaic of half of Uranus

using the CCD detector, the G430L grating, and the

52′′×0.1′′ slit. The G430L grating covers 290 to 570

nm with a 0.273 nm/pixel dispersion. The slit was

aligned with Uranus’ rotational axis, and stepped from

the evening limb to the central meridian in 0.152 arcsec-

ond increments (because the planet has no high spatial

resolution center-to-limb features at these wavelengths

we used interpolation to fill in missing columns of the

mosaic). Two additional STIS orbits were used to mo-

saic the planet with the G750L grating. We intended to

use the 52′′×0.1′′ slit (524-1027 nm coverage with 0.492

nm/pixel dispersion) for both orbits, but an error in the

program resulted in half of the half-disk covered with

the nominal 0.05′′ slit. This produced a higher spectral

resolution at the cost of a significant reduction in signal

to noise ratio. The limb to central meridian stepping

was at 0.0562 arcsecond intervals for the G750L grating.

Aside from the slit width error, this was the same proce-

dure that was used successfully for HST program 9035 in

2002 (E. Karkoschka, P.I.) and for HST program 12894 in

2012 (L. Sromovsky, P.I.). As Uranus’ equatorial radius

was 1.85 arcseconds when observations were performed,

stepping from one step off the limb to the central merid-

ian required 13 positions for the G430L grating and 36

for the G750L grating. Two orbits were needed to com-

plete the G750L grating observations, spanning a total

time of 2 h 17 m, during which Uranus rotated 47◦. This

rotation was not a problem because of the high degree

of zonal symmetry of Uranus and because our analysis

rejected any small scale deviations from it.

Exposure times were similar to those used in the 2002

and 2012 programs, with 70-second exposures for G430L

and 84-second exposures for G750L gratings, using the

1 electron/DN gain setting. These exposures yielded

single-pixel signal-to-noise ratios of around 10:1 at 300

nm, > 40:1 from around 400 to 700 nm, and decreasing

to around 20:1 (methane windows) to < 10:1 (methane

absorption bands) at 1000 nm. For the G750L grating,

the part of the planet covered by the narrow slit setting

(from 0.9′′ from the planet center to the central meridian)

the signal to noise at continuum wavelengths was reduced

by a factor of ∼1.7 at short wavelengths to ∼2.1 at the

longest wavelengths. In methane bands, where readout

noise dominates, the degradation factor was ∼4.5.

3.2. Supporting WFC3 imaging.
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TABLE 1

Science exposures from 2015 HST program 14113.

Relative Start Start Instrument Filter or Exposure No. of Phase

Orbit Date (UT) Time (UT) Grating (sec) Exp. Angle (◦)

1 2015-10-10 13:54:06 STIS MIRVIS 5.0 1 0.09

1 2015-10-10 14:09:48 STIS G430L 70.0 13 0.09

2 2015-10-10 15:28:02 STIS G750L 84.0 19 0.09

3 2015-10-10 17:03:25 STIS G750L 84.0 19 0.09

19 2015-10-11 18:30:59 WFC3 F336W 30.0 1 0.04

19 2015-10-11 18:32:44 WFC3 F467M 16.0 1 0.04

19 2015-10-11 18:34:24 WFC3 F547M 6.0 1 0.04

19 2015-10-11 18:35:48 WFC3 F631N 65.0 1 0.04

19 2015-10-11 18:38:17 WFC3 F665N 52.0 1 0.04

19 2015-10-11 18:40:24 WFC3 F763M 26.0 1 0.04

19 2015-10-11 18:42:11 WFC3 F845M 35.0 1 0.04

19 2015-10-11 18:44:05 WFC3 F953N 250.0 1 0.04

19 2015-10-11 18:50:43 WFC3 FQ889N 450.0 1 0.04

19 2015-10-11 19:02:25 WFC3 FQ937N 150.0 1 0.04

19 2015-10-11 19:09:25 WFC3 FQ727N 210.0 1 0.04

On October 10 the sub-observer planetographic latitude was 31.7◦ S, the observer range was 18.984
AU (2.8400×109 km), and the equatorial angular diameter of Uranus was 3.7126 arcseconds. The
first two STIS orbits used the 52′′×0.1′′ slit and the third inadvertently used the 52′′×0.05′′ slit

The complex radiometric calibration of the STIS spec-

tra relies on calibrated WFC3 images to provide the final

wavelength dependent correction functions. To ensure

that this function was determined as well as possible for

the Cycle 23 observations in 2015, and to cross check

the extensive spatial and spectral corrections that are

required for STIS observations, we used one additional

orbit of WFC3 imaging at a pixel scale of 0.04 arcseconds

with eleven different filters spread over the 300-1000 nm

range of the STIS spectra. These WFC3 images are dis-

played in Fig. 2, along with synthetic images with the

same spectral weighting constructed from STIS spatially

resolved spectra, as described in the following section.

The filters and exposures are provided in Table 1.

3.3. Supporting near-IR imaging

HST/NICMOS and groundbased Keck and Gemini

imaging at near-IR wavelengths help to extend and fill

gaps in the temporal record of changes occurring in the

atmosphere of Uranus. Fig. 3 shows that the differ-

ence between polar and low latitude cloud structures

has evolved over time. The relatively rapid decline of

the bright “polar cap” in the south and its reforma-

tion in the north is faster than seems consistent with

the long radiative time constants of the Uranian atmo-

sphere (Conrath et al. 1990). In following sections we

will show that the polar brightness in 2015 (and presum-

ably also in 1997) is not due very much to latitudinal

variations in aerosol scattering, but is mainly due to a

much lower degree of methane absorption at high lati-

tudes. This latitudinal variation of methane absorption

appears to be stable over time according to infrared ob-

servations (Sromovsky et al. 2014). Thus, at times when

the polar region was as dark as low latitudes (compared

at the same view angles), it appears not that methane ab-

sorption was greater then, but instead that aerosol scat-

tering was reduced, a causal relationship we will here

further confirm regarding polar brightness increases be-

tween 2012 and 2015.

The aforementioned interpretation of the bright polar

region on Uranus can be partly inferred from the charac-

teristics of near-IR images at key wavelengths that have

different sensitivities to methane and hydrogen absorp-

tion, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Images at hydrogen dom-

inated wavelengths (panels A and E) reveal relatively

bright low latitudes, and high latitudes that were either

darker, as at equinox (A), or comparably bright, as in

2015 (E). At methane dominated wavelengths, low lati-

tudes are relatively darker, especially in 2015, where the

excess methane absorption at low latitudes is obvious

from comparing panels E and F.

4. STIS DATA REDUCTION AND CALIBRATION.

The STIS pipeline processing used at STScI is just

the first step of a rather complex calibration procedure,

which is described by KT2009 for the 2002 observations,

and by Sromovsky et al. (2014) for the 2012 observa-

tions. Essentially the same procedure was followed for

the 2015 observations. Additionally, 2002 and 2012 STIS

cubes were recalibrated using WFPC2 and WFC3 im-
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TABLE 2

Near-IR observations from HST, Keck, and Gemini observatories.

Telescope Obs. Phase S.O.
/Instrument PID Obs. Date Time Filter Angle CLat PI, Notes
HST/NICMOS 7429 1997-07-28 09:50:24 F165M -40.3 Tomasko, 1
Keck II/NIRC2 2003-10-06 07:14:51 H -18.1 Hammel, 2
Keck II/NIRC2 2004-07-11 11:30:32 H -11.1 de Pater, 2
HST/NICMOS 11118 2007-07-28 04:39:xx F095N 2.0 0.61 Sromosvky, 3
HST/NICMOS 11118 2007-07-28 04:22:30 F095N 0.58 Sromovsky, 3
HST/NICMOS 11118 2007-07-28 04:39:13 F108N 0.58 Sromovsky, 3
Keck II/NIRC2 2007-07-31 14:39:28 PaBeta 1.87 0.51 Sromovsky, 2
Keck II/NIRC2 2007-07-31 14:32:33 Hcont 0.49 Sromovsky, 2
HST/NICMOS 11190 2007-08-16 07:32:32 F165M -0.0 Trafton, 3

Gemini-N/NIRI
2010B-
Q-110

2010-11-02 07:08:57 H G0203 9.3 Sromovsky, 4

Keck II/NIRC2 2014-08-06 13:42:06 H 28.4 de Pater, 2
Keck II/NIRC2 2015-08-29 12:09:05 He1A 31.96 de Pater, 2
Keck II/NIRC2 2015-08-29 12:04:41 PaBeta 31.96 de Pater, 2
Keck II/NIRC2 2015-08-30 10:56:55 H 31.9 de Pater, 2

NOTES: 1: pscale = 0.0431 as/pixel; 2: pscale = 0.009942 as/pixel ; 3: pscale = 0.0432 as/pixel
; 4: pscale= 0.02138 as/pixel

ages newly reduced using the best available detector re-

sponsivity functions and filter throughput functions. All

three calibrated STIS cubes and related information can

be found online in the HST MAST archive as described

in the supplemental material section at the end of the

paper. In the discussion that follows, we first describe

the processing of supporting WFC3 imaging. In the case

of 2012 recalibration, WFC3 imaging was also utilized,

but for the 2002 recalibration, WFPC2 images were used.

We then describe the creation of our calibration correc-

tion function, describe our spectral cube construction,

and finally our comparison of STIS synthetic images with

bandpass filter images.

Each WFC3 image was deconvolved with an appro-

priate Point-Spread Function (PSF) obtained from the

tiny tim code of Krist (1995), optimized to result in

data values close to zero in the space view just off the

limb of Uranus. To match the spatial resolution of the

STIS images, the WFC3 images were then reconvolved

with an approximation of the PSF given in the analysis

supplemental file of Sromovsky et al. (2014). The im-

ages were then converted to I/F using the best available

header PHOTFLAM values [given in WFC3 ISR 2016-

001] and the Colina et al. (1996) solar flux spectrum, av-

eraged over the WFC3 filter band passes. (PHOTFLAM

is a multiplier used to convert instrument counts of elec-

trons/second to flux units of ergs/s/cm2/Å.) To obtain a

disk-averaged I/F, the planet’s light was integrated out

to 1.15 times the equatorial radius, then averaged over

the planet’s cross section in pixels, which was computed

using NAIF ephemerides (Acton 1996) and SPICELIB

limb ellipse model (SPICELIB is NAIF toolkit software

used in generating navigation and ancillary instrument

information files.) The disk-averaged I/F (using the ini-

tial calibration) was also computed for each of the STIS

monochromatic images, and the filter- and solar flux-

weighted I/F was computed for each of the WFC3 filter

pass bands that we used.

By comparing the synthetic disk-averaged STIS I/F,

using the initial calibration, to the corresponding WFC3

values, we constructed a correction function to improve

the radiometric calibration of the STIS cube. Figure 5C

shows the ratios of STIS to WFC3 disk-integrated bright-

ness, and the quadratic function that we fit to these ratios

as a function of wavelength, for the 2015 data set and re-

calibrations of the previous two data sets. We heavily

weighted the broadband filters, and computed an effec-

tive wavelength weighted according to the product of the

solar spectrum and the I/F spectrum of Uranus. The

RMS deviation of individual filters from the calibration

curve given in Fig. 5 is about 1% RMS for 2012 and 2015

correction curves, but about 2 % RMS for the 2002 cal-

ibration curve (fit points not shown). For narrow filters

such as FQ937N, typical deviations are some three times

larger. The difference between the 2002 and the later

calibration curves is mostly due to use of different slit lo-

cations, which result in different light paths through the

monochrometer. The 2012 and 2015 curves use the same
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Fig. 2.— WFC3 images of Uranus taken on 11 October 2015 (A-F and M-Q) compared to synthetic band-pass filter images (G-L and

R-V) created from weighted averages of STIS spectral data cubes using WFC3 throughput and solar spectral weighting. The north pole is

at at the right. Portions of the synthetic images east of the central meridian are obtained by reflection of the images west of the central

meridian. The ratio images are stretched to make 0.8 black and 1.2 white.

A

1997-07-28, 09:50
NICMOS, F165M

B

2004-07-11, 11:30
Keck II, H

C

2007-08-16, 07:32
NICMOS, F165M

D

2010-11-02, 07:08
Gemini-North, H

E

2014-08-06, 13:42
Keck II, H

F

2015-08-30, 10:56
Keck II, H

Fig. 3.— H-band (1.6-µm) images of Uranus from 1997 through 2015, from observatories/instruments given in the legends. The bright

south polar region seen in 1997 (A), 10 years before equinox, is similar to the bright north polar region seen in 2015 (F), eight years after

equinox. Images taken during the 2007 equinox year (C) found that neither polar region was bright. The longitude and planetographic

latitude grid lines are at 30◦ and 15◦ intervals respectively.
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A

2007-07-28, 04:39
NICMOS, F108N

B

2007-07-31, 14:39
Keck II, PaBeta (1.29)

C

2007-07-31, 14:32
Keck II, Hcont (1.58)

D

2007-07-28, 04:22
NICMOS, F095N

E

2015-08-29, 12:09
Keck II, He1_A (1.09)

F

2015-08-29, 12:04
Keck II, PaBeta (1.29)

Fig. 4.— Near-IR narrow-band images of Uranus obtained near the 2007 equinox (A-D) and in August 2015 (E, F) from observato-

ries/instruments given in the legends. The NICMOS F108N image (A) and the Keck II He1 A image (E) sample wavelengths at which

hydrogen absorption dominates. The remaining images sample wavelengths of comparable absorption but due entirely to methane. Note

that low latitudes are relatively darker than high latitudes at methane dominated wavelengths (e.g. in B and F), which is not the case for

wavelengths dominated by hydrogen absorption (as in A and E). Grid lines are the same as in Fig. 3.

slit location and thus should be the same, and indeed

they are consistent to about 1%.

If one assumes that the spectrum of Uranus varies only

slowly with time, one can add many other filters to plots

of Fig. 5 where images are available somewhat close to

the time of STIS spectroscopy. The medium and wide

filters plot quite consistently near the same curve while

many narrow filters show significant offsets, suggesting

that an improved calibration weights the narrow filters

much less in the fitted curve. This consideration changes

the calibration by about 1% and thus does not make a big

difference with respect to our previous adopted calibra-

tion, but our new calibration is more reliable because it

is less dependent on unreliable data from narrow filters.

The final calibrated cubes contain 150 pixels parallel to

the spin axis of Uranus and 75 pixels perpendicular to its

spin axis, with a spatial sampling interval of of 0.015×RU

km/pixel (384 km/pixel), which is equivalent to 0.028 arc

seconds per pixel for 2015 observations. (Here RU is the

equatorial radius of Uranus). The center of Uranus is

located at coordinates (74, 74), where (0, 0) is the lower

left corner pixel. The spatial resolution of the final cube

is defined by a point-spread function with a FWHM of

3 pixels. The cube contains an image for each of 1800

wavelengths sampled at a spacing of 0.4 nm, with a uni-

form spectral resolution of 1 nm. Navigation backplanes

are provided, in which the center of each pixel is given a

planetographic latitude and longitude, solar and observer

zenith angle cosines, and an azimuth angle.

As a sanity check on the STIS processing we compared

WFC3 images to synthetic WFC3 images created from

our calibrated STIS data cubes, as shown in Fig. 2. Ra-

tio plots of STIS/WFC3 show the desired flat behavior,

except very close to the limbs, where STIS I/F values ex-

ceed WFC3 values. The most significant discrepancy is

in the overall I/F level computed for the FQ937N filter

(note the dark ratio plot in the bottom row), a conse-

quence of our calibration curve being 10% high for that

filter.

5. CENTER-TO-LIMB FITTING

The low frequency of prominent discrete cloud fea-

tures on Uranus and its zonal uniformity make it possi-

ble to characterize the smooth center-to-limb profiles of

the background cloud structure without much concern

about longitudinal variability, even though we observed

only half the disk of Uranus. These profiles provide im-

portant constraints on the vertical distribution of cloud

particles and the vertical variation of methane compared

to hydrogen. Because our observations were taken very

close to zero phase, these profiles are a function of just

one angular parameter, which we take to be µ, the co-

sine of the zenith angle (the observer and solar zenith

angles are essentially equal). They also have a relatively

simple structure that we characterized using the same

3-parameter function KT2009 used to analyze the 2002

STIS observations, and which we also used to fit the 2012

observations. For each 1◦ of latitude from 30◦ S to 87◦

N, all image samples within 1◦ of the selected latitude

and with µ > 0.175 are collected and fit to the empirical

function

I(µ) = a+ bµ+ c/µ, (1)

assuming all samples were collected at the desired lati-

tude and using the µ value for the center of each pixel

of the image samples. Fitting this function to center-

to-limb (CTL) variations at high latitudinal resolution

makes it possible to separate latitudinal variations from

those associated with view angle variations.

Before fitting the CTL profile for each wavelength, the

spectral data were smoothed to a resolution of 2.88-nm to

improve signal to noise ratios without significantly blur-

ring key spectral features. (Our prior analysis was con-

ducted in the wavenumber domain and used smoothing

to a resolution of 36 cm−1.) Sample fits are provided in

Fig. 6. Most of the scatter about the fitted profiles is

due to noise, which is often amplified by the deconvo-

lution process. Because the range of observed µ values
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Fig. 5.— A: Radiometrically calibrated disk-averaged I/F spectra for three year of STIS observations. STIS observations from 2002 and

2012 have been recalibrated from previous incarnations (Karkoschka and Tomasko 2009; Sromovsky et al. 2014). B: Ratio of each year’s

disk-averaged I/F to 2015. C: STIS photometric calibration functions (raw stis albedo divided by WFC3 albedo). The functions are a

fit to ratios constructed using synthetic band-pass filter disk-integrated I/F values (preliminary-calibration) divided by corresponding I/F

values obtained from WFC3 measurements (circles and horizontal bars indicate filter effective wavelength and full-width half maximum

transmission for 2012 and 2015). D: Ratio of final calibrated STIS synthetic disk-averaged I/F values to WFC3 reflectivities, showing

scatter of ratios relative to the fits, for 2012 and 2015.

decreases away from the equator at high southern and

northern latitudes, we chose a moderate value of µ =

0.7 as the maximum view-angle cosine to provide a rea-

sonably large unextrapolated range of 16◦ S to 77◦ N.

Ranges for other years and for a µ range of 0.3 to 0.6 are

given in Table 3. Unless otherwise noted all our results

are derived without extrapolation.

The CTL fits can also be used to create zonally

smoothed images by replacing the observed I/F for each

pixel by the fitted value. Results of that procedure are

displayed in a later section.

TABLE 3

Latitude ranges for two different view-angle cosine

ranges.

Year 0.3 ≤ µ ≤ 0.6 0.3 ≤ µ ≤ 0.7

2002 74◦S – 33◦N 67◦S – 26◦N

2012 35◦S – 72◦N 28◦S – 65◦N

2015 23◦S – 77◦N 16◦S – 77◦N

6. DIRECT COMPARISONS OF STIS SPECTRA
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Fig. 6.— Sample center-to-limb fits for 0◦ N (left) and 60◦N (right), as described in the main text. STIS I/F samples and fit lines with

uncertainty bands are shown for five different wavelengths indicated in the legends. The latitude bands sampled for these fits are darkened

in the inset images of the half-disk of Uranus.

A rough assessment of the changes between 2012 and

2015 and the differences between high and low latitudes

in these two years can be made with the help of direct

comparisons of STIS spectra, as in Fig. 7. Note that

at 10◦ N there is almost no difference between 2012 and

2015 spectra (panels A and B). This is also the case for µ

values of 0.3 and 0.5, which are not shown in the figure.

For 2015, (see panel E) the lack of any I/F difference be-

tween 10◦ N and 60◦ N at 0.83 µm, which is a wavelength

at which hydrogen absorption dominates, suggests that

there is not much difference in aerosol scattering between

these two latitudes. A similar lack of difference at 0.93

µm, a wavelength of weak (but dominant) methane ab-

sorption, suggests that at very deep levels, there may not

be much of a latitudinal difference in methane mixing ra-

tios, or that there is an aerosol layer blocking visibility

down to levels that might sense such a difference. Yet the

fact that wavelengths of intermediate methane absorp-

tion do show a significant increase in I/F with latitude

suggests that at upper tropospheric levels the methane

mixing ratio does decline with latitude, which is a known

result from previous work, and is refined by the analysis

presented in following sections. Somewhat different re-

sults are seen, for 2012 (in panel G). The 10◦ N and 60◦

N I/F values at 0.83 µm and 0.93 µm do differ (panels

G and H), which we will later show is a result of differ-

ences in aerosol scattering. The small size of continuum

differences between 2012 and 2015 (panels D and H) is

partly a result of the relatively smaller impact of par-

ticulates at short wavelengths where Rayleigh scattering

is more significant. At absorbing wavelengths for which

gas absorption is important, the optical depth and verti-

cal distribution of particulates have a greater fractional

effect on I/F and thus small secular changes in these pa-

rameters can be more easily noticed.

7. DIRECT COMPARISON OF METHANE AND

HYDROGEN ABSORPTIONS VS. LATITUDE.

If methane and hydrogen absorptions had the same de-

pendence on pressure, then it would be simple to estimate

the latitudinal variation in their relative abundances by

looking at the relative variation in I/F values with lati-

tude for wavelengths that produce similar absorption at

some reference latitude. Although this idea is compro-

mised by different vertical variations in absorption, which

means that latitudinal variation in the vertical distribu-

tion of aerosols can also play a role, it is nevertheless

useful in a semi-quantitative sense. Thus we explore sev-

eral cases below.

7.1. Image comparisons at key near-IR wavelengths in

2007 and 2015

Our first example compares an HST/NICMOS image

made with an F108N filter (centered at 1080 nm), which

is dominated by H2 CIA, to a KeckII/NIRC2 image made

with a PaBeta filter (centered at 1290 nm), which is dom-

inated by methane absorption. The images are shown in

panels A and B in Fig. 4 and latitude scans at fixed

view angles are shown in Fig. 8. The NICMOS obser-

vation was taken on 28 July 2007 at 4:39 UT and the

Keck observation on 31 July 2007 at 14:39 UT (see Ta-

ble 2 for more information). That these two observations

sense roughly the same level in the atmosphere is demon-

strated by the penetration depth plot in Fig. 1, which

also displays the filter transmission functions. The ab-

solute (unscaled) I/F profiles for these two images near

the 2007 Uranus equinox are displayed for µ = 0.6 and

µ = 0.8 by thinner lines in Fig. 8. At high latitudes in

both hemispheres, profiles at the two wavelengths agree

closely, and both increase towards the equator. But

as low latitudes are approached the two profiles diverge

dramatically, with the I/F for the hydrogen-dominated
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Fig. 7.— Comparison of 2012 and 2015 STIS spectra at 10◦ N (A) and 60◦ N (C), and comparison of STIS 10◦ N and 60◦ N spectra

from 2015 (E) and 2012 (G), with difference plots shown in panels B, D, F, and H respectively. The dotted curve in panel H is a copy of

the 2015 difference curve from panel F. Latitudes are planetographic. Note the nearly exact equality (in A) of 10◦ N spectra from 2012

and 2015.

wavelength ending up 50% greater than for the methane-

dominated wavelength, indicating much greater methane

absorption at low latitudes than at high latitudes. As

noted by Sromovsky et al. (2014) this suggests that up-

per tropospheric methane depletion (relative to low lat-

itudes) was present at both northern and southern high

latitudes in 2007, at least roughly similar to the pattern

that was inferred by Tice et al. (2013) from analysis of

2009 IRTF SpeX observations. Latitudinal variations in

aerosol scattering could distort these results somewhat,

but because they affect both wavelengths to similar de-

grees, most of the effect is likely due to methane varia-

tions.

A second example is shown by the thicker lines in Fig.

8, which display latitudinal scans of 2015 images shown

in panels E and F of Fig. 4. These were made by the

KeckII/NIRC2 camera with He 1A and PaBeta filters

on 29 August 2015 (see Table 2). The He 1A filter is

similar to the NICMOS F108N filter, as shown in Fig. 1.

The 2015 observations present a picture that is somewhat

different from the 2007 observations, with high north-

ern latitudes much brighter (at the same view angles)

than in 2007. This change appears to be entirely due

to increased aerosol scattering. This conclusion is sup-

ported by the characteristics of images obtained with

H2-dominated filters (NICMOS F108N filter and Keck

He1 A filter). In 2015 the I/F in the He1 A filter is

relatively independent of latitude as shown by the im-

age in panel E of Fig. 4, indicating that aerosol scatter-

ing must have a relatively weak latitudinal dependence.

Note that latitude scans at fixed view angles for these fil-

ters (shown in Fig. 8) exhibit a low-latitude divergence of

the hydrogen-dominated and methane-dominated wave-

lengths which has about the same magnitude in 2015 as

seen for the 2007 observations, indicating a similar in-

crease of methane absorption at low latitudes.

7.2. Direct comparison of key STIS wavelength scans

A comparison of the STIS latitude scans at methane

dominated wavelengths with scans at H2 CIA domi-

nated wavelengths is also informative. By selecting wave-

lengths that at one latitude provide similar I/F values

but very different contributions by H2 CIA and methane,

one can then make comparisons at other latitudes to see

how I/F values at the two wavelengths vary with lati-

tude. If aerosols did not vary at all with latitude, then

any observed I/F variation would be a clear indicator

of variation in the ratio of CH4 to H2. Fig. 9 displays

a detailed view of I/F in the spectral region where hy-

drogen CIA exceeds methane absorption (see Fig. 1 for

penetration depths). Near 827 nm (A) and 930 nm (C)

the I/F values are similar but the former is dominated
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Fig. 8.— Latitudinal profiles at fixed zenith angle cosines of 0.6 (A) and 0.8 (B) for F108N (HST/NICMOS) and PaBeta (Keck/NIRC2)

filters (light solid and dashed lines respectively) taken near the Uranus equinox in 2007, and Keck/NIRC2 filter He1 A and PaBeta filters

(thick solid and dashed lines respectively) in 2015. In 2007 the southern hemisphere was still generally brighter than the northern hemisphere

and the 38◦ S - 58◦ S southern bright band was still better defined and considerably brighter than the corresponding northern bright band.

The relatively low equatorial I/F values for the methane-dominated PaBeta filter (1290 nm) implies greater CH4/H2 absorption at low

latitudes. We scaled the Keck 2015 observations to approximately match the 2007 observations at 10◦N, where we found almost no

change between 2012 and 2015 at CCD wavelengths (Fig. 7A). Note that between 2007 and 2015, the north polar region has brightened

by comparable amounts at both hydrogen-dominated and methane-dominated wavelengths, indicating that it the brightening is due to

increased aerosol scattering, not a temporal change in the methane mixing ratio at high latitudes. More information about the observations

is given in Table 2.

by hydrogen absorption (dot-dash curve) and the latter

by methane absorption (dashed curve). Near 835 nm

(B) there is a relative minimum in hydrogen absorption,

while methane absorption is still strong. For the lati-

tude and view angle of this figure (50◦ N and µ = 0.6),

I/F values are nearly the same at all three wavelengths,

suggesting that they all produce roughly the same atten-

uation of the vertically distributed aerosol scattering.

Figure 10 displays the latitudinal scans for the three

wavelengths highlighted in Fig. 9 for the STIS obser-

vations in 2002 (shown by thin lines), 2012 (thick gray

lines), and 2015 (thick black lines). This is for a view

angle cosine of µ = 0.6, chosen as a compromise be-

tween amplitude of variation and coverage in latitude.

The 2012 I/F for the hydrogen-dominated wavelength

increases towards low latitudes, while the I/F for the

methane-dominated wavelength decreases substantially,

indicating an increase in the amount of methane relative

to hydrogen at low latitudes. Similar effects are seen in

2002 (providing the best view of southern latitudes) and

2015 (providing the best view of the northern latitudes).

The hydrogen-dominated wavelengths have relatively flat

latitudinal profiles of I/F in the southern hemisphere in

2002 and in the northern hemisphere in 2015, while the

methane-dominated wavelengths show strong decreases

towards the equator, beginning at about 45◦ S and 50◦

N. For µ=0.8 (not shown), which probes more deeply, the

latitudinal variation for the methane dominated wave-

lengths is somewhat greater (a 30% decrease in I/F at

low latitudes vs. a 20% decrease for µ = 0.6).

The spectral comparisons in Fig. 10 also reveal sub-

stantial secular changes between 2002 and 2012 and be-

tween 2012 and 2015. At wavelengths for which methane

and/or hydrogen absorption are important, the north-

ern low-latitudes have brightened substantially, while the

southern low latitudes have darkened. The bright band

between 38◦ and 58◦ N continued to brighten. Its bright-

ening and the darkening of the corresponding southern

band was already apparent from a comparison of 2004

and 2007 imaging (Sromovsky et al. 2009). The most

dramatic change between 2012 and 2015 is the increased

brightness of the polar region. The nearly identical

brightening at all wavelengths, shown by the ratio plot in

panel B of Fig. 10, argues that the brightening is due to

aerosol scattering rather than a decrease in the amount

of methane. We will confirm this with radiation transfer

modeling in Section 9.

A color composite of the highlighted wavelengths (us-

ing R = 930 nm, G = 834.6 nm, and B = 826.8 nm) is

shown in Fig. 11, where the three components are bal-
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anced to produce comparable dynamic ranges for each

wavelength. This results in nearly blue low latitudes

where absorption at the two methane dominated wave-

lengths is relatively high and green/orange polar regions

as a result of the decreased absorption by methane there.

The spatial structure in high-resolution near-IR H-band

Keck II images is also shown in each panel, revealing that

small discrete cloud features remain visible in the north

polar regions even in the 2015 images, taken after the

polar region brightened significantly between 2012 and

2015. Also noteworthy, is the lack of such features in the

south polar region (panel A). This asymmetry is some-

what surprising. As noted by Sromovsky et al. (2014),

because both polar regions are depleted in methane, the

suggested downwelling motions that could produce such

depletion would be expected to inhibit convection in both

polar regions.

8. RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODELING OF METHANE

AND AEROSOL DISTRIBUTIONS

8.1. Radiation transfer calculations

In contrast to our prior analysis (Sromovsky et al.

2014), which was carried out in the wavenumber do-

main to accommodate our Raman scattering code, here

we worked in the wavelength domain, which is better

suited to the uniform wavelength resolution of our cali-

brated STIS data cubes. We also used an approximation

for the effects of Raman scattering rather than carrying

out the full Raman scattering calculations. We again

used the accurate polarization correction described by

Sromovsky (2005b) instead of carrying out the time con-

suming rigorous polarization calculations. To assess the

adequacy of our approximations, we did sample calcu-

lations that included Raman scattering and polarization

effects on outgoing intensity using the radiation transfer

code described by Sromovsky (2005a). Examples in Fig.

12 show that at most wavelengths the errors from these

approximations do not exceed a few percent.

We improved our characterization of methane ab-

sorption at CCD wavelengths by using correlated-k

model fits by Irwin et al. (2010), which are available

at http://users.ox.ac.uk/∼atmp0035/ktables/ in files

ch4 karkoschka IR.par.gz and ch4 karkoschka vis.par.gz.

These fits are based on band model results of

Karkoschka and Tomasko (2010). To model collision-

induced opacity of H2-H2 and He-H2 interactions, we in-

terpolated tables of absorption coefficients as a function

of pressure and temperature that were computed with a

program provided by Alexandra Borysow (Borysow et al.

2000), and available at the Atmospheres Node of NASA’S

Planetary Data System. We assumed equilibrium hydro-

gen, following KT2009 and Sromovsky et al. (2011).

After trial calculations to determine the effect of differ-

ent quadrature schemes on the computed spectra, we se-

lected 12 zenith angle quadrature points per hemisphere

and 12 azimuth angles. Test calculations with 10 and

14 quadrature points in each variable changed fit param-

eters by only about 1%, which is much less than their

uncertainties.

8.2. Thermal profiles for Uranus

Assuming the helium volume mixing ratio (VMR)

of 0.152 inferred by Conrath et al. (1987), Lindal et al.

(1987) used radio occultation measurements of refrac-

tivity versus altitude to infer a family of thermal and

methane profiles, with each profile distinguished by the

assumed methane relative humidity above the cloud

level, and the resultant deep volume mixing ratio (VMR)

of methane below the cloud level. The cloud was posi-

tioned at the point where the refractivity profile had a

sharp change in slope. None of these profiles achieved

methane saturation inside the cloud layer, even the pro-

file with the highest physically realistic humidity level

(limited by the requirement that lapse rates could not be

superadiabatic). This high-humidity profile also had the

highest deep temperatures and the largest deep methane

VMR of 4%. By allowing the He/H2 ratio to take on

values near the low end of the uncertainty range given

by Conrath et al. (1987), Sromovsky et al. (2011) were

able to find solutions that achieved methane saturation

inside the cloud layer, as well as deep methane mixing

ratios somewhat greater than 4%.

The above results are based on the Voyager ingress

profile, which sampled latitudes from 2◦S to 6◦S. As to

whether this local sample can be taken to roughly rep-

resent a global mean profile, some guidance is provided

by the results that Hanel et al. (1986) derived from the

Voyager 2 Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer (IRIS)

observations. Inversion of spectral samples near both

poles and near the equator yielded temperature profiles

that differed by less than 1 K from about 150 mbar to

600 mbar, and the equator and south pole profiles re-

mained within 2 K from 60 mbar to 150 mbar, with

the north polar profile deviating up to 4 K above the

tropopause. More significant variations can be seen at

middle latitudes, however, especially in the 60 – 200

mbar range where average temperatures are 3.5 K higher

than the latitudinal average near the equator and 4.5 K

http://users.ox.ac.uk/~atmp0035/ktables/
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Fig. 11.— Color composites of fitted center-to-limb smoothed images for 2002 (A, right), 2012 (B, right), and 2015 (C, right), using color

assignments R=930 nm (all methane) G=834.6 nm (methane and hydrogen), and B=826.8 nm (mostly hydrogen). The blue tint at low

latitudes in all years is due to locally increased methane absorption. We also show near-IR NIRC2 H-band images for 2003 (A, left), 2012

(B, left), and 2015 (C, left). The NIRC2 images are rotation removed averages following Fry et al. (2012) and processed to enhance the

contrast of small spatial scales, by adding k times the difference between the original image and a 0.13-arcsecond smoothed version, where

k was taken to be 30 for 2003 and 2012 images, but only 22.5 for the 2015 image because of better seeing conditions during its acquisition.
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effects following Sromovsky (2005b).
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lower near 30◦S (Conrath et al. 1991). In the 200 – 1000

mbar range latitudinal excursions are within 1–1.5 K.

Thus it appears that in the most important region of the

atmosphere for our applications, the thermal structure

was not strongly variable with latitude, at least in 1986.

Models of seasonal temperature variations on Uranus by

Friedson and Ingersoll (1987) suggest that the effective

temperature variation at low latitudes will be extremely

small, only 0.2 K peak-to-peak at the equator, increasing

to a still relatively small 2.5 K at the poles. Thus, it is

plausible to analyze observations during the 2012 – 2015

period with thermal profiles obtained as far back as 1986,

even though they are local, but probably more appropri-

ate to use thermal structures derived from observations

in 2007, averaging over a wide range of latitudes, such as

those inferred by Orton et al. (2014a) from nearly disk-

integrated spectral observations.

Sample thermal and methane profiles are displayed in

Fig. 13. The profile of Orton et al. (2014a), hereafter re-

ferred to asO14, is based on nearly disk-integrated spec-

tral observations obtained with the Spitzer Space Tele-

scope near the Uranus equinox in 2007. Among the oc-

cultation profile sets, it is only those with high methane

VMR values that provide decent agreement with the O14

deep temperature structure, but none of the occultation

profiles are compatible with the O14 profile in the 0.30 –

1.0 bar range. One might argue that if radio occultation

results agree with O14 at 100 mb and at pressures beyond

1 bar, then the disagreement in temperatures at interme-

diate pressure levels is more likely due to an error in the

Orton et al. profile because that profile is inferred from

different spectrometers in different spectral regions that

sample different altitudes, which might suffer from dif-

ferences in calibrations, while the radio occultation uses

the same measurement (the frequency of a radio signal)

throughout the pressure range. It seems more likely that

the errors in the radio profile would be in the altitude

scale or in offsets due to uncertain He/H2 ratios, rather

than varying in the way the differences between the ra-

dio and Orton et al. profile do. A similar argument

might be made in favor of the Conrath et al. (1987) pro-

file over the O14 profile because the former is based on

interferometric measurements using the same instrument

over the entire spectral range. And the former profile is

in good agreement with the occultation-based profiles in

the 300–600 mbar range, where the latter is not. On the

other hand, the Orton et al. profile allows higher CH4

mixing ratios without saturation in the 0.3 – 1 bar re-

gion (Fig. 13) and are thus more compatible with the

recent Lellouch et al. (2015) CH4 VMR profile derived

from Herschel far-IR and sub mm observations.

The methane VMR in the stratosphere was estimated

to be no greater than 10−5 by Orton et al. (1987). A

best fit estimate for the tropopause value of the methane

VMR, based on more recent Spitzer observations, is

(1.6+0.2
−0.1) × 10−5 according to Fig. 4 of Orton et al.

(2014b), which is the value we assumed here in deriv-

ing the new F0 profile. However, the even more recent

Lellouch et al. (2015) result is three times larger. In

terms of relative humidity (ratio of vapor pressure to sat-

uration vapor pressure) these stratospheric mixing ratios

correspond to humidities of 25% and 75% at the Orton

et al. tropopause temperature of 52.4 K. The F profile

of Lindal et al. (1987) was derived assuming a constant

methane relative humidity of 53% above the cloud tops

and a constant stratospheric mixing ratio equal to the

tropopause value. In deriving the F0 profile we used

linear-in-altitude interpolation of the methane humidity

values between the cloud top and tropopause. The F1

profile of Sromovsky et al. (2011) followed the same pro-

cedure except that the value of the tropopause mixing

ratio was taken to be the earlier upper bound of 10−5

and the He VMR was taken to be 0.1155 instead of 0.152.

The lower He VMR was chosen to produce a saturated

methane mixing ratio inside the cloud layer.

Our analysis for this paper is primarily based on the

O14 thermal profile, although we did consider the effects

of using these alternative profiles. From trial retrievals

we found no significant difference in the absolute mixing

ratios inferred for different thermal profiles. The main

differences occurred when these mixing ratios were con-

verted to relative humidities. We often found supersatu-

ration above the condensation level for the cooler occul-

tation profiles, whereas the same mixing ratios did not

lead to supersaturation for the warmer O14 profile, or

for the F0 profile. The F0 profile would also have been

a decent baseline choice, as long as we did not also use

the F0 methane profile, and instead let the STIS spectra

constrain the methane mixing ratios without regard to

occultation consistency.

8.3. Vertical Profiles of Methane

In our prior analysis the vertical profile of methane

was generally coupled to the vertical temperature pro-

file so that the vertical variation of atmospheric re-

fractivity was consistent with occultation measurement

of refractivity. In our current analysis we uncoupled

temperature and methane profiles because of questions
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Fig. 13.— A: Alternate Uranus T(P) profiles. F0 and D profiles were derived from radio occultation measurements (Lindal et al. 1987)

assuming a helium VMR of 0.152. The F1 profile was also derived from radio occultation measurements, but using a lower helium VMR

0.1155, following Sromovsky et al. (2011). The Voyager IRIS profile of Conrath et al. (1987) (thick gray curve) is in best agreement with

the F0, D, and F1 profiles. The Orton et al. (2014a) profile (solid black curve), is based on Spitzer Space Telescope spectral observations.

B: Temperatures relative to the Orton et al. (2014a) profile, which strongly disagrees with the radio occultation profiles in 500 mbar – 1

bar region, where it is 3 K warmer. C: Methane VMR profiles corresponding to temperature profiles shown in A, using the same line styles,

with an additional estimated profile by Lellouch et al. (2015), based on Herschel far-IR and sub-mm observations.

raised about the reliability of the occultation results,

especially by the new temperature structure results of

Orton et al. (2014a), and by the new methane measure-

ments of Lellouch et al. (2015), which imply supersatu-

ration for the cooler temperature profiles obtained from

occultation analysis. Another difference in our current

analysis is that we included the parameters describing

the methane vertical distribution as adjustable param-

eters in the fitting process. We first carry out fits of

spectra at different latitudes assuming a vertically in-

variant (but adjustable) methane VMR (α0) below the

condensation level. Slightly above the condensation level

we fit a relative humidity rhc, and assume a minimum

relative humidity of rhm at the tropopause between 20%

and 60%, which yields mixing ratios within a factor of

two of Orton et al. (2014a)). The high end of this range

is in better agreement with Lellouch et al. (2015). The

STIS spectra themselves are not very sensitive to the

exact value at the tropopause, as evident from Fig. 1.

Between the tropopause and the condensation level we

interpolate relative humidity between rhc and rhm using

the function

rh(P ) = rhm + (rhc − rhm)× (2)
[

1− log(Pc/P )/ log(Pc/Pm)
]

,

where Pc is the pressure at which CH4 condensation

would occur for the given thermal profile and a given

uniform deep methane VMR, and Pm is the pressure at

which the relative humidity attains its minimum value

near the tropopause. Given a deep methane VMR (α0)

and a temperature profile from which a condensation

pressure can be defined, Eq. 3 then defines a methane

VMR as a function of pressure for P < Pc, denoted by

α(P ). That profile is generated prior to application of

the Sromovsky et al. (2011) “descended profile” function

in which the initial mixing ratio profile α(P ) is dropped

down to increased pressure levels P ′(α) using the equa-

tion

P ′ = P × [1 + (α(P )/α0)
vx(Pd/Pc − 1)] (3)

for Ptr < P < Pd,
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where Pd is the pressure depth at which the revised mix-

ing ratio α′(P ) = α(P ′) equals the uniform deep mixing

ratio α0, Pc is the methane condensation pressure be-

fore methane depletion, Ptr is the tropopause pressure

(100 mb), and the exponent vx controls the shape of

the profile between 100 mb and Pd. Sample plots of de-

scended profiles are displayed in Fig. 14. The profiles

with vx = 1 are similar in form to those adopted by

Karkoschka and Tomasko (2011). Our prior analysis ob-

tained the best fits with vx=3, while our current analysis

obtains a latitude dependent value ranging from ≥ 9 at

low latitudes to 2.4±0.7 at 70◦ N.

Fig. 14B displays an alternative step-function deple-

tion model in which the methane mixing ratio decreases

from the deep value to a lower vertically uniform value

beginning at pressure Pd and continuing upward until

the condensation level is reached for that mixing ratio.

This is parameterized by four variables: the deep mixing

ratio α0, the pressure break-point Pd , the upper mixing

ratio α1, and the relative humidity immediately above

the condensation level rhc. The parameters of all three

of these vertical profile models are summarized in Table

4.

8.4. Cloud models

8.4.1. Prior cloud models

Our prior analysis used an overly complex five-layer

model that was based on the KT2009 four-layer model,

with the main difference being replacement of their

main Henyey-Greenstein (HG) layer with two layers, the

higher of which was a Mie-scattering layer that was

a putative methane condensation cloud, as illustrated

in Fig. 15A. In this model the scattering properties of

the three remaining Henyey-Greenstein layers were taken

from KT2009, with no adjustment to improve fit qual-

ity. This model was partly based on parameters tuned

to fit the 2002 STIS observations, taken 13 years before

our most recent ones, and thus it was appropriate to

reconsider the aerosol structure. In addition, the five-

layer model actually has too many parameters to mean-

ingfully constrain independently with STIS observations.

Our starting point consisted of three Mie-scattering sheet

clouds, as illustrated in Fig. 15B. But we obtained fits of

comparable quality using for the tropospheric aerosols a

simpler single cloud of uniform scattering properties and

uniformly mixed with the gas between top and bottom

boundaries, as in in Fig. 15C. As a result, that simpler

model became our baseline model. Tice et al. (2013),

Irwin et al. (2015), and de Kleer et al. (2015) were suc-

cessful in using a similar model structure to fit near-IR

spectra.

8.4.2. Simplified Mie-scattering aerosol models

We have two options for our 2-cloud baseline model

displayed in Fig. 15C. Both options use a sheet cloud

of spherical Mie-scattering particles to approximate the

stratospheric haze contribution. The parameters defining

a sheet cloud of spherical particles are the size distribu-

tion of particles, their refractive index, effective pressure,

and optical depth. We chose the Hansen (1971) gamma

distribution, characterized by an effective radius and ef-

fective dimensionless variance. As spectra are not very

sensitive to the variance, we chose an arbitrary value of

0.1. Based on preliminary fits we chose a particle size

of 0.06 µm. Other researchers have selected a slightly

larger size of 0.1 µm. We also found generally low sen-

sitivity to the effective pressure as long as it was suffi-

ciently low. We thus chose a somewhat arbitrary value

of 50 mbar, putting the haze above the tropopause. We

made an arbitrary choice of 1.4 for the layer’s refractive

index. At wavelengths shorter than our lower limit, the

haze undoubtedly provides some absorption, as noted by

KT2009, but we did not need to include stratospheric

haze absorption to model its effects in our spectral range.

Usually the only adjustable parameter for this layer we

took to be the optical depth. Test calculations showed

that an extended haze spanning pressures from 1 mbar

to 200 mbar worked almost as well as our sheet cloud

model. It did produce a slightly larger χ2 but using a

diffuse stratospheric haze model had little effect on de-

rived parameter values. The optical depth of the haze

only increased by 2%, and the fractional changes in all

the other fitted parameters were less than 0.4%, putting

these changes well below their estimated uncertainties.

In any case, our aim with the haze model was to ac-

count for its spectral effects, not to accurately describe

the physical characteristics of the haze itself.

For a tropospheric sheet cloud of conservative particles

the fitted parameters would be particle size, real refrac-

tive index, effective pressure, and optical depth (4 pa-

rameters). For a pair of tropospheric sheet clouds, as in

Fig. 15B, there would be 8 parameters to constrain. As-

suming both layers had the same scattering properties,

that would drop the number of fitted parameters to 6.

Replacing the pair of sheet clouds with a single diffuse

layer with uniform scattering properties, as in Fig. 15C,

reduces the number of optical depths to one, but keeps

the number of pressure parameters to two, this time used
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Fig. 14.— A: Sample “descended gas” methane profiles with pd = 5 bars and vx = 0.5 (dashed), 1 (dot-dash), and 3 (solid). The

starting profile before descent is shown in solid gray and is based on the F1 T(P) profile with methane constrained by its deep mixing ratio

and the humidities above the condensation level (CH4RHC) and at the tropopause (CH4RHM), with linear in log P interpolation between

these levels. B: Sample step-function vertical methane profile using the T(P) profile of Orton et al. (2014a) to define the saturation vapor

pressure profile (dotted curve). This particular example fits the 2015 spectra at 40◦N. See text for further explanation.

TABLE 4

Methane vertical profile model parameters.

Model Type Parameter (description) Value

α0 (deep mixing ratio) adjustable

Pc (condensation pressure) derived from α0, P (T ) profile

uniform deep Pt (tropopause pressure) derived from P (T ) profile

rhc (relative humidity at 0.95× Pc) adjustable

rhm (relative humidity at Pt) adjustable, or from Orton et al. (2014a)

α0 (mixing ratio for P > Pd) adjustable

α1 (mixing ratio for Pc < P < Pd) adjustable

Pd (transition pressure) adjustable
2-step uniform

Pc (condensation pressure) derived from α1, P (T ) profile

rhc (relative humidity at 0.95× Pc) adjustable

rhm (relative humidity at Pt) fixed at various values

α0 (mixing ratio for P > Pd) adjustable

Pd (transition pressure) adjustable
descended

vx (exponent of shape function) adjustable

α′(P ) (descended VMR profile) derived by inverting Eq. 4

rhc (relative humidity at 0.95× Pc) adjustable

rhm (relative humidity at Pt) fixed at various values

NOTE: we assumed the same mixing ratio for P < Pt as for P = Pt. For the 1 and 2-step uniform models rh(P )

for Pt < P < 0.95× Pc is obtained from Eq. 3.

for top and bottom boundaries, yielding a new total of

5 parameters for the tropospheric aerosols. Instead of

fitting top and bottom pressures to control the vertical

distribution, Tice et al. (2013) chose to fit the base pres-

sure and the particle to gas scale height ratio. Which

approach is more realistic remains to be determined. At

this point we have a nominal total of 6 adjustable pa-

rameters to describe our aerosol particles, one for the

stratospheric sheet, and five for the vertically extended

tropospheric layer. These are named m1 r, m2 r, m2 pb,

m2 pt, m2 od, and m2 nr, where the characters preced-

ing the number indicate the type of particle (m denotes

Mie scattering spherical particle), the number is the layer

number, and the type of parameter is indicated after the

underscore (r for radius, pb for bottom pressure, pt for

top pressure, od for optical depth, and nr for real refrac-
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Fig. 15.— A: Comparison of the KT2009 model (dotted) with the similar but more complex 5-layer model used by Sromovsky et al.

(2014), which replaced two diffuse layers with 3 compact layers. B: A preliminary simplified model with three compact layers, mostly

defined by the two lower layers. This model was constructed with the possibility in mind that m2 might be formed from methane and m3

from H2S. C: Our baseline simplest model in which the tropospheric cloud is uniformly mixed between top and bottom pressures and has

the same particle properties throughout layer 2.

tive index).

For these spherical (Mie-scattering) particles, wave-

length dependent properties are controlled by particle

size and refractive index. Even if both of these are

wavelength-independent, scattering cross section (or op-

tical depth) and phase function do have a wavelength

dependence because of the physical interaction of light

with spherical particles. Where our chosen parameters

fail to provide sufficient wavelength dependence, we will

also add another parameter, namely the imaginary re-

fractive index m2 ni, which will in general be wavelength

dependent, and have its main influence over the single-

scattering albedo ̟. We also have between two and four

parameters chosen to constrain the vertical methane pro-

file, yielding generally between eight and ten total pa-

rameters to constrain by the non-linear regression rou-

tine.

8.4.3. Non-spherical aerosol models.

Because the particles in the atmosphere of Uranus are

thought to be mostly solid particles, they are unlikely to

be perfect spheres, and thus we also considered a more

generalized description of their scattering properties. To

investigate non-spherical scattering, we employed the

commonly used double Henyey-Greenstein phase func-

tion, in which three generally wavelength-dependent pa-

rameters need to be defined: the scattering asymme-

try parameter (g1 > 0) of a mainly forward scatter-

ing term, the asymmetry parameter (g2 < 0) of the

mainly backscattering term, and their respective frac-

tional weights (f1 and 1 − f1 respectively). An addi-

tional fourth parameter is the single-scattering albedo

(̟), which might also be wavelength dependent. The

double Henyey-Greenstein (DHG) phase function is given

by

P (θ) =f1×(1− g21)/(1 + g21 − 2g1 cos(θ))
3/2 (4)

+(1− f1)× (1− g22)/(1 + g22 − 2g2 cos(θ))
3/2,

where θ is the scattering angle. KT2009 modeled their

results assuming g1 = 0.7 and g2 = −0.3 and used a

wavelength-dependent f1 to adjust the phase function of

their tropospheric cloud layers so that they would ap-

pear relatively bright enough at short wavelengths. For

haze layers composed of fractal aggregate particles, as

inferred to exist in Titan’s atmosphere, one would ex-

pect both phase function and optical depth to be wave-

length dependent, and modeling the fractal aggregate

phase function variation with double Henyey-Greenstein

functions would require wavelength dependence in g1 and

g2 as well as f1, judging from the aggregate models of
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Rannou et al. (1999). An alternate approach to match-

ing observed spectra with spherical particles is to make

the particles absorbing at longer wavelengths and con-

servative at shorter wavelengths.

The simplest DHG particle is just an HG particle char-

acterized by an asymmetry parameter g, and a single

scattering albedo ̟, and for a limited spectral range, a

wavelength dependence parameter, which can be taken as

a linear slope in optical depth, which amounts to three

parameters (g, ̟, dτ/dλ). This is the same number

needed to characterize scattering by a Mie particle (r,

nr, ni). However, if we use a full DHG formulation, then

there are five particle parameters to constrain (f1, g1, g2,

̟, and dτ/dλ).

An alternative way to produce the wavelength depen-

dence of a spherical particle without its potentially com-

plex phase function, containing features like glories and

rainbows, which would not be seen in randomly oriented

solid particles, is to follow the procedure of Irwin et al.

(2015). They computed scattering properties of spherical

particles to determine the wavelength dependence of the

scattering cross section, but fit the phase function to a

double HG function to smooth out the spherical particle

features. The refractive index they assumed was the typ-

ical value of 1.40 at short wavelengths, but was modified

by the Kramers-Kronig relation to be consistent with the

fitted variation of the imaginary index. Whether there

are any cases of randomly oriented solid particles actually

displaying these modified Mie scattering characteristics

remains to be determined.

8.4.4. Fractal aggregate particles

For those layers that are produced by photochemistry,

it is also plausible that the hazes might consist of fractal

aggregates, which have phase functions that are strongly

peaked in the forward direction, but are shaped at other

angles by the scattering properties of the monomers

from which the aggregates are assembled. It is a con-

venience to assume identical monomers, and to parame-

terize the aggregate scattering in terms of the number of

monomers, the fractal dimension of the aggregate, and

the potentially wavelength dependent real and imaginary

refractive index of the monomers (Rannou et al. 1999).

If the refractive index were wavelength independent, this

would require fitting of potentially five parameters (rm,

Nm, dim, nr, ni), the same number as for the most gen-

eral DHG particle. Assuming ni = 0, rm = fixed size, this

would require fitting just three parameters (Nm, dim,

nr), a tractable task, but one which we have not so far

implemented in our fitting code.

To better understand the wavelength dependent prop-

erties of aggregates we made some sample calculations.

We first considered an aggregate of 100 monomers 0.05

µm in radius with a real refractive index of 1.4, and

a fractal dimension of 2.01. These particles have the

mass of a particle of 0.23 µm in radius. This provides

a physical connection between monomer parameters and

the wavelength dependent aggregate phase function and

scattering and absorption cross sections. We found

that it is possible to at least roughly characterize the

fractal aggregate phase functions with double Henyey-

Greenstein functions, although this provides no physical

connection to a wavelength dependent cross-section and

single-scattering albedo unless DHG fits to the fractal ag-

gregates are done for each wavelength. We found for this

example that the backscatter phase function amplitude

declines as wavelength decreases, opposite to the model

of KT2009, while the scattering efficiency (and thus op-

tical depth) has a strong wavelength dependence, also

contradicting the KT2009 model, which assumed wave-

length independence for optical depth. By increasing the

number of monomers from 100 to 500 (mass equivalent

to a particle 0.4 µm in radius), the asymmetry param-

eter can be made relatively flat over the 0.5 µm to 1

µm range, but the strong wavelength dependence of the

extinction efficiency remains, suggesting that it is opti-

cal depth dependence on wavelength that offers the best

lever for adjusting model I/F spectra, rather than the

phase function. It is also clear that no spherical parti-

cle can simultaneously reproduce both the fractal phase

function and scattering efficiency and their wavelength

dependencies.

8.4.5. Photochemical vs. condensation cloud models

According to Tomasko et al. (2005), the dominant

aerosol in Titan’s atmosphere is a deep photochemical

haze extending from at least 150 km all the way to the

surface, with a smoothly increasing optical depth reach-

ing a total vertical optical depth of 4-5 at 531 nm, with

no evident layers of significant concentration that might

suggest condensation clouds (only a thin layer of 0.001

optical depths was seen at 21 km). KT2009 argued for a

similar origin for the dominant aerosols on Uranus. The

fact that the main aerosol opacity on Uranus is found

somewhat deeper than would be expected for a methane

condensation cloud certainly suggests that the aerosols

in the 1.2-2 bar region are either H2S, which might con-

dense as deep as the 5-bar level or higher, or some pho-
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tochemical product, or both. And residual haze parti-

cles might serve as condensation nuclei for H2S. This pu-

tative deeper photochemical haze is apparently not the

haze modeled by Rages et al. (1991), which is produced

at very high levels of the atmosphere and has UV ab-

sorbing properties that do not seem to be characteristic

of the deeper haze. In fact, it is not clear that there

is enough penetration of UV light to the 1.2-bar level

to produce significant photochemical production of any

haze material. Ignoring the issue of production rate, the

main arguments for a photochemical haze are based on

the following expected characteristics of such a haze: (1)

a strong north-south asymmetry before the 2007 equinox,

with more haze in the south compared to the north; (2)

a declining haze near the south pole as solar insolation

decreased towards the 2007 equinox (this assumes that

the lag between production and insolation is only a few

years); (3) an increasing haze near the north pole as it

starts to receive sunlight after the 2007 equinox; (4) slow

changes because the sub-solar latitude changes by only

4◦/year; (5) a time lag with respect to solar insolation

because haze particles accumulate after production but

do not exist at the beginning of production (equilibrium

would be reached when the fall rate of particles equals

the production rate). All five characteristics are indeed

observed for Uranus, at least qualitatively, while these

changes are not obvious expectations for condensation

clouds.

Given our preferred explanation for the polar methane

depletion, namely that there is a downwelling flow from

above the methane condensation level, the mixing ratio

of methane would be too low to allow any methane con-

densation in the polar region at pressures greater than

about 1 bar. Thus it is challenging to explain the in-

crease in haze in the polar region after equinox as an

increase in the mass of condensed particles in that re-

gion. One possibility is that the clouds are formed below

the region of downwelling methane, and instead in a re-

gion of upwelling H2S. But microwave observations sug-

gest that the polar subsidence extends deeper than the

deepest aerosol layers that we detect, which would seem

to inhibit all cloud formation by condensation. Another

possibility is that meridional transport of condensed H2S

particles at the observed pressures, if it occurred at a suf-

ficiently high rate, could resupply the falling particles.

One odd feature of the putative tropospheric photo-

chemical haze in the KT2009 model, is the concentration

of optical depth within the 1.2-2 bar region, which has

about 2 optical depths per bar, which far exceeds the

density of any of the other four layers in the KT2009

model. A possible explanation of this effect is that the

photochemical aerosols absorb significant quantities of

methane, as appears to have occurred in Titan’s atmo-

sphere (Tomasko et al. 2008), growing larger and also di-

luting the UV absorption of the particles originating from

the stratosphere. The bottom boundary of this region of

enhanced opacity may be where the methane that was

adsorbed into the photochemical aerosols is released and

evaporated. A problem with this concept is that it is also

hard to explain the growth of the haze following equinox

in a region of greatly reduced methane abundance.

Another mystery is why the methane mixing ratio is so

stable over time, if methane is involved in fattening the

photochemical particles that have a time varying produc-

tion. This might just be due to the fact that it takes very

small amounts of condensed material to produce a signif-

icant optical depth of particulates. The rate limiting fac-

tor might be the arrival rate of UV photons, rather than

the amount of methane either as the parent molecule of

the photochemical chain of events in the stratosphere, or

as the adsorbed material needed to enhance the optical

depth of the haze particles in the troposphere. We can

hope that some clues can be gleaned from the character-

istics of the time dependence and latitude dependence

observed in the model parameters.

8.5. Fitting procedures

To avoid errors in our approximations of Raman scat-

tering and the effects of polarization on reflected inten-

sity, we did not fit wavelengths less than 0.54 µm. An

upper limit of 0.95 µm was selected because of significant

uncertainty in characterization of noise at longer wave-

lengths. To increase S/N without obscuring key spectral

features, we smoothed the STIS spectra to a FWHM

value of 2.88 nm. We chose three spectral samples of the

CTL variation, at view and solar zenith angle cosines

of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7, which are fit simultaneously. In its

simplest form our multi-layer Mie model has three ad-

justable parameters per layer (pressure, particle radius,

and optical depth). Each layer is assumed to be a sheet

cloud of insignificant vertical thickness.

We also fit adjustable gas parameters, illustrated in

Fig. 14 and described in Table 4. For the vertically

uniform mixing ratio model (up to the CH4 condensa-

tion level) we have two adjustable parameters: the deep

methane volume mixing ratio and the relative methane

humidity above the condensation level (methane relative

humidity is the ratio of its partial pressure to its satu-
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TABLE 5

Summary of 2 layer cloud model parameters

Layer Description Parameter (function) Value

Stratospheric haze m1 p (bottom pressure) fixed at 60 mb

of Mie particles m1 r (particle radius) fixed at 0.06 µm

1 with gamma size m1 b (variance) fixed at 0.1

distribution (m1) n1 (refractive index) nr=1.4, ni=0

m1 od (optical depth) adjustable

m2 pt (top pressure) adjustable

Upper tropospheric m2 pb (bottom pressure) adjustable

haze layer of Mie m2 r (particle radius) adjustable

particles (m2) m2 b (variance) fixed at 0.1

m2 nr (real refractive index) adjustable

m2 ni (imag. refractive index) adjustable

2 m2 od (optical depth) adjustable

hg2 pt (top pressure) adjustable

Alternate upper trop. hg2 pb (bottom pressure) adjustable

haze of HG particles ̟2(λ) (single-scatt. albedo) adjustable or fixed

(hg2) g (defines HG phase func.) adjustable

hg2 od (optical depth) adjustable

hg2 kod (optical depth slope) adjustable

Second alternate hg2 pt (top pressure) adjustable

upper tropospheric hg2 pb (bottom pressure) adjustable

haze of double-HG particles ̟2(λ) (single-scatt. albedo) adjustable or fixed

(hg2) P2(θ, λ) (phase function) DHG function of KT2009

hg2 od (optical depth) adjustable

ration pressure). For the 2-layer Mie-scattering aerosol

model, this yields a total of 8-9 adjustable parameters

(the top Mie layer has a fixed pressure and often a fixed

particle size as well, with optical depth remaining as

the only adjustable parameter because the others are so

poorly constrained). For the step-function 2-mixing ratio

gas model, we use three adjustable gas parameters: the

break point pressure, and the upper CH4 mixing ratio,

and the relative methane humidity above the conden-

sation level, for a total of nine adjustable parameters.

The third parameterization of the methane distribution,

the descended gas model, also uses three adjustable pa-

rameters: the pressure limit of the descent, the methane

relative humidity above the condensation level (prior to

descent), and the shape exponent vx.

We used a modified Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear

fitting algorithm (Sromovsky and Fry 2010) to adjust the

fitted parameters to minimize χ2 and to estimate uncer-

tainties in the fitted parameters. Evaluation of χ2 re-

quires an estimate of the expected difference between a

model and the observations due to the uncertainties in

both. We used a relatively complex noise model following

Sromovsky et al. (2011), which combined measurement

noise (estimated from comparison of individual measure-

ments with smoothed values), modeling errors of 1%,

relative calibration errors of 1% (larger absolute calibra-

tion errors were treated as scale factors), and effects of

methane absorption coefficient errors, taken to be ran-

dom with RMS value of 2% plus an offset uncertainty

of 5×10−4 (km-amagat)−1. This is referred to in the

following as the COMPLX2 error model.

9. FIT RESULTS FOR 2012 AND 2015 STIS OBSERVATIONS

Here we first consider conservative fits over a wide

540-980 nm spectral range, which identifies a problem

in matching the needed particle properties to fit such a

wide range. That problem is then deferred by fitting

the critical 730-900 nm wavelength range that provides

the strongest constraints on the methane/hydrogen ra-

tio, first using Mie scattering particles for all cloud lay-

ers, then using an alternative model in which the main

two tropospheric layers are characterized by adjustable

DHG phase functions. If we assume that the methane

mixing ratio is uniform up to the condensation level, we

find that it must decrease with latitude by factors of 2-3

from equator to pole with different absolute levels, de-

pending on whether particles are modeled as spheres or

with DHG phase functions. We then consider two mod-

els that restrict methane depletions to an upper tropo-

spheric layer, and find that improved fits are obtained

with models that restrict depletions to the region above

the 5-bar level.
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9.1. Initial conservative fits to the 540-980 nm

spectrum.

Assuming a real refractive index of m2 nr = 1.4, and

an imaginary index of zero, we fit our simplified 2-layer

model to spectra covering the 540-980 nm range by ad-

justing the seven remaining parameters. We obtained a

best fit model spectrum with significant flaws that are

illustrated in Fig. 16. The parameter values and uncer-

tainties are listed in Table 6. The best-fit value for the

methane mixing ratio was a remarkably low 1.27±0.05%,

but is not credible because the region near 830 nm, which

is most sensitive to the CH4/H2 ratio is very poorly fit.

Additional flaws are seen near 750 nm, as well as at other

continuum features at shorter wavelengths. Almost ex-

actly the same fit quality and the same specific flaws

were obtained when we replaced the single tropospheric

cloud with two sheet clouds with two more adjustable

parameters.

Better results were obtained by letting the real refrac-

tive index be a fitted parameter as well. This is in con-

trast to the common procedure of fixing the refractive

index, most often at a value of 1.4, as we also did in our

initial fit. Irwin et al. (2015), for example, justified their

choice of 1.4 by noting that most plausible condensables

have real indexes between 1.3 (methane) and 1.4 (ammo-

nia). Other simple hydrocarbons are also in this range.

However, at the levels where we see significant aerosol op-

tical depth, ammonia is not very plausible, and methane

is in doubt because most particles are found at pressures

exceeding the condensation level. On the other hand, the

plausible condensable H2S has a significantly larger real

index of 1.55 (Havriliak et al. 1955) at the 80 K – 100

K temperatures characteristic of the main cloud layer

on Uranus. Another possible cloud particle is a com-

plex photochemical product, one example of which is the

tholin material described by Khare et al. (1993), which

has a real index near 1.5. Thus, it seems premature to

settle on a fixed value at this point.

When the initial fit is redone with starting values of

m2 r = 1 µm and m2 nr = 1.4, as documented in Ta-

ble 6, we obtain a final large particle solution of m2 r

= 1.918±0.33 µm and m2 nr = 1.184±0.02. Although

this is an improved fit, there are still the same signifi-

cant, though slightly smaller, local flaws and the inferred

methane mixing ratio is again at a quite low value, this

time 1.20±0.15%. A considerably better fit is obtained

with the small particle solution, which produced a de-

crease in χ2 /N to 0.91. This solution was obtained by

using an initial guess ofm2 r = 0.5 µm and m2 nr = 1.4.

As also shown in Table 6, these parameters adjusted to

best-fit values of m2 r = 0.235±0.03 µm and m2 nr =

1.83±0.09. The real index in this case is even larger than

the expected value for H2S, and the methane VMR has

increased to a more credible 1.90±0.13%. However, even

this fit has a few significant local flaws, near 550 nm, 590

nm, and 750 nm. Our interpretation of this situation is

that there are wavelength dependent properties to the

particle scattering that are not captured by conservative

spherical particle models. This suggests that problems in

fitting the wavelength dependent I/F over a wide range

interfere with attempts to constrain the methane mix-

ing ratio. Thus we decided to separate these problems.

Leaving wavelength-dependence for the moment, we next

focus on a narrower spectral region that provides the best

constraint on the methane mixing ratio.

9.2. Fitting the 730–900 nm region

Our next step was to concentrate on the spectral re-

gion where the ratio of methane to hydrogen is best con-

strained, i.e. the 730–900 nm region. As shown if Fig. 1,

the short-wavelength side is free of CIA and sensitive to

the deep methane mixing ratio, while the middle region

from about 810 to 835 nm is strongly affected by hy-

drogen CIA, and the long-wavelength side of the region

is sensitive to the methane mixing ratio at pressure less

than 1 bar. By using this entire region we expect to ob-

tain good constraints on both the ratio of methane to hy-

drogen as well as on the vertical cloud structure. Results

from fitting this region should not be strongly affected by

wavelength-dependent particle properties, given the rel-

ative modest spectral range we are considering here. If

the assumption of Mie scattering over this limited range

is seriously flawed, that should show up in an inability

to get high quality fits. This relatively narrow spectral

range also weakens constraints on particle size, as might

be expected.

9.2.1. Effects of different aerosol models

We were somewhat surprised to find that the kind of

aerosol model chosen to fit the observations has a signif-

icant effect on the derived vertical and latitudinal dis-

tribution of methane. To investigate these effects we

did model fits at two key latitudes: 10◦N and 60◦N.

From more detailed latitudinal profiles discussed later,

we know that the apparent methane mixing ratio peaks

near 10◦ N and is approaching its polar minimum near

60◦ N. These are also two latitudes for which 2012 and

2015 observations provide good samples at the three view

angle cosines we selected.
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Fig. 16.— Top: Model spectra at three view angle cosines (colored as noted in the legend) compared to the 10◦ N 2015 STIS spectra

(black curves). Middle: Ratio of model to measured spectra. Bottom: Difference between model and measured spectra divided by

expected uncertainty. The aerosol model used the baseline 2-cloud model, except that m2 nr was fixed at a value of 1.4. Best fit parameter

values are given in Table 6. Note the significant discrepancies at short wavelength continuum peaks, near 740 nm, and within the critical

region near 830 nm which is most sensitive to the methane to hydrogen ratio. Better fits were obtained with m2 nr allowed to adjust as

part of the fitting process.

TABLE 6

Preliminary fits to the 540-900 nm part of 2015 STIS 10◦ N spectra.

Parameter Value Value for LP soln. Value for SP soln.
Name m2 nr fixed at 1.4 with m2 nr fitted with m2 nr fitted

m1 od at λ = 0.5 µm 0.046± 0.01 0.050± 0.01 0.048± 0.01

m2 od at λ = 0.5 µm 5.155± 0.46 7.536± 1.42 2.437± 0.24

m2 pt (bar) 1.149± 0.04 1.054± 0.04 0.962± 0.04

m2 pb (bar) 4.137± 0.25 4.102± 0.25 3.696± 0.22

m2 r (µm) 0.382± 0.03 1.918± 0.33 0.235± 0.03

m2 nr 1.400 1.184± 0.02 1.828± 0.09

α0 (%) 1.270± 0.05 1.380± 0.07 1.900± 0.13

ch4rhc 0.986± 0.13 1.200± 0.15 1.200± 0.15

χ2 469.29 434.53 371.03

χ2 /NF 1.16 1.07 0.91

NOTES: In the last two columns LP soln. denotes large particle solution and SP soln. denotes small

particle solution. The χ2 values given here are based on fitting points spaced 3.2 nm apart.

9.2.2. Fitting the spherical particle 2-cloud model assuming

a uniform CH4 distribution.

We first consider a methane vertical distribution that

has a constant mixing ratio from the deep atmosphere

to the condensation level. Above that level (at lower

pressures) we assume a drop in relative humidity to an

adjustable fraction of the saturation vapor pressure, and

from there to the tropopause we interpolate from the

above cloud value to the tropopause minimum as de-

scribed in Section 8.2. The key parameters describing

the methane distribution are then the above cloud rela-

tive humidity and the deep mixing ratio.

We first consider a simple aerosol model in which

the tropospheric contribution is characterized by an ad-
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justable optical depth and a single layer of spherical par-

ticles bounded by top and bottom pressures and uni-

formly mixed with the gas. We assume initially that

these particles scatter light conservatively, but allow the

real refractive index to be constrained by the spectral

observations.

The results of this series of fits for both 2015 and 2012

observations are given in Table 7 where small particle so-

lutions are given in the first four rows and large-particle

solutions in the remaining four rows. The model spec-

tra are compared to the observations in Fig. 17. These

fits do achieve their intended result of providing more

precise constraints on the above-cloud methane humid-

ity, which is high at 10◦N and about 50% of those levels

at 60◦ N. The temporal change between 2012 and 2015

in the effective methane mixing ratios is very small and

well within uncertainty limits. The low latitude values

of 3.14±0.45% and 3.16±0.50% are consistent with no

change, as are the 60◦N values, which are 0.99±0.08%

and 0.93±0.08%, for 2015 and 2012 respectively. The

factors by which the effective methane mixing ratio de-

clines with latitude are 3.17 and 3.40 for 2015 and 2012

respectively.

For these fits, the refractive index results for the small-

particle solution have a weighted average for both lati-

tudes and both years of 1.68±0.11, which is much closer

to the 1.55 value expected for H2S, although the 60◦N

values exceed that value by slightly more than their un-

certainties. Perhaps this is an indication of a cloud com-

position difference between the two latitudes. A quite

different result is obtained for the large-particle fit. In

this case the average index is 1.23±0.03, which is lower

than that of any of the candidate substances, and the

individual values don’t vary much from low to high lati-

tudes, or between 2012 and 2015.

The various determinations of the pressure boundaries

of the main tropospheric cloud layer are very similar

for both years, both latitudes, and both particle-size so-

lutions, extending from a base near 2.5 bars to a top

near 1.1 bar. The optical depths do differ substantially

between large and small particle solutions because the

larger particles are more forward scattering and have

a lower refractive index, both differences reducing the

back-scattering efficiency of the particles, requiring in-

creased optical depth to make up for the losses.

These results explain the brightening of the polar re-

gion at pseudo-continuum wavelengths between 2012 and

2015. To understand how influential these various pa-

rameters are on the observed spectrum, we computed

logarithmic spectral derivatives (Fig. 18). These have

the useful property of showing the fractional changes in

the spectrum produced by fractional changes in the var-

ious parameters used to model it. For the small particle

solution we see that between 2012 and 2015 m2 od in-

creased by 32% at 60◦ N, providing the main driver for

the increase. According to Fig. 7, near 750 nm the I/F

increased by about 20%, and according to the deriva-

tive spectra in Fig. 18, the optical depth increase would

account for about 11%, while the increase in refractive

index by just 2.8% would increase the I/F by an ad-

ditional 10%, accounting for the 20% total. However,

these derivatives were computed for a latitude of 10◦N;

somewhat different derivatives might be found at 60◦N.

A similar increase of 33% is seen in the optical depth de-

rived for the large particle solution, although in this case

there is also an increase in particle size by 22%, which

would also contribute significantly. Weighting these by

respective factors of 0.42 and 0.45 (from Fig. 18) we ob-

tain from just these parameters an I/F increase of about

24%, which is again close to the entire change observed.

The small changes in inferred methane mixing ratios are

increases of 6% for the small particle solution and about

10% for the large particle solution, which would yield I/F

decreases of 1.2% and 1.5% for the small and large par-

ticle solutions respectively, both of which are well below

uncertainties. The fitting errors at high latitudes, which

are most evident in the 0.75-µm region are highlighted

by blue dotted ovals in Fig. 17.

9.2.3. Fitting the 2-cloud non-spherical model assuming a

uniform CH4 distribution.

We next consider fits in which the main tropospheric

layer consists of a single particle type characterized by

the simplest possible Henyey-Greenstein function, which

is a one-term version of Eq. 5 characterized by a single

asymmetry parameter. The vertical structure parame-

terization and stratospheric haze layer parameterization

are both unchanged from the spherical particle example

used in the previous section. Because some wavelength

dependence is required, we introduce a wavelength de-

pendent optical depth using a simple linear slope, which

is a parameter that is adjusted to optimize the fit. Our

model is given by

τ(λ) = τo × (1 + kOD × (λ− λ0)) (5)

where λ0 is taken to be 800 nm. This also makes τo
the optical depth at 800 nm. We could also have made

the asymmetry parameter wavelength dependent instead

of, or in addition to, the optical depth, but found ex-
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TABLE 7

Single tropospheric Mie layer fits to 10◦N and 60◦N STIS 730 - 900 nm spectra.

Lat. m1 od m2 pt m2 pb m2 r α0

(◦) ×100 m2 od (bar) (bar) (µm) m2 nr (%) ch4rhc χ2 YR

10 2.8±0.8 3.07±0.9 1.13±0.04 2.46±0.22 0.34±0.10 1.55±0.16 3.14±0.45 0.68±0.13 148.39 2015

60 0.1±70.7 1.45±0.3 1.02±0.02 2.53±0.13 0.25±0.09 1.86±0.30 0.99±0.08 0.31±0.18 248.62 2015

10 3.0±0.7 2.52±0.6 1.07±0.04 2.37±0.20 0.25±0.09 1.74±0.26 3.16±0.50 0.95±0.16 192.65 2012

60 2.2±1.6 1.10±0.2 1.02±0.04 2.22±0.13 0.24±0.07 1.81±0.25 0.93±0.08 0.42±0.20 196.02 2012

10 2.8±0.8 4.95±1.4 1.11±0.04 2.69±0.19 1.09±0.48 1.28±0.07 2.69±0.28 0.67±0.14 140.80 2015

60 0.8±4.5 4.28±1.1 1.07±0.03 2.96±0.16 1.75±0.52 1.23±0.05 0.81±0.05 0.39±0.24 256.71 2015

10 2.8±0.7 6.09±1.9 1.09±0.04 2.67±0.19 1.54±0.58 1.23±0.06 2.56±0.26 0.88±0.16 196.26 2012

60 3.3±1.5 3.21±0.8 1.08±0.04 2.51±0.14 1.44±0.53 1.22±0.05 0.74±0.05 0.56±0.26 192.54 2012

NOTE: The optical depths are given for a wavelength of 0.5 µm. These fits used 318 points of

comparison and fit 8 parameters, for a nominal value of NF=310, for which the normalized χ2 /NF

ranged from 0.48 to 0.802.

cellent fits without adding any further complexity. We

will not be making any claims regarding the true source

of wavelength dependence in any case. Our main objec-

tive is to find out how this different kind of model affects

the methane distribution, and to determine the average

asymmetry parameter of these particles. We will also try

to infer a single-scattering albedo.

Best-fit parameter values and uncertainties for fits at

10◦N and 60◦N for 2012 and 2015 are presented in Ta-

ble 8. Best-fit model spectral are compared to observa-

tions in the left panel of Fig. 19, while fractional deriva-

tive spectra are displayed in the right panel. These fits

are comparable in quality to the spherical particle fits

presented in the previous section, and have the same

problem fitting the high-latitude spectra, most notably

in the 750-nm region. This region senses more deeply

than other parts of this limited spectral range (see Fig.

1), and thus is most likely to be affected by vertical vari-

ations in the methane mixing ratio. According to the

derivative spectra, an increase in the methane mixing

ratio with depth would reduce the I/F in this region,

which we would expect to produce a better fit, and we

will later show that this does in fact improve the spectral

fit in this region.

The methane mixing ratio values for this model average

somewhat higher than found for the model using spher-

ical particles, although all are within uncertainty limits

for a given latitude, and all results indicate an effective

mixing ratio decrease by slightly more than a factor of

three from 10◦N to 60◦N.

The best-fit asymmetry parameter for this model is

generally near 0.4, well below the commonly assumed

value of 0.6 for near-IR analysis, which is in part

based on an analysis of limb-darkening measurements

by Sromovsky and Fry (2008). That analysis predates

the significant improvement in methane absorption coef-

ficients seen in the last decade (Sromovsky et al. 2012a)

and may no longer be valid. It seems unlikely that this

difference is merely a wavelength dependence. For the

sizes inferred for spherical particle solutions, the asym-

metries either decrease with wavelength (small particle

solution), or remain relatively flat (large particle solu-

tion). While the asymmetry parameter is highly nega-

tively correlated with the optical depth parameter, these

two parameters do have sufficiently different ratios be-

tween peaks and valleys to allow them to be indepen-

dently determined (shown in Fig. 19F). The asymme-

try was determined to within about 10% and the optical

depth to within slightly better accuracy. The optical

depths for this model appears to be considerably lower

than for the spherical particle models, which were at a

shorter wavelength of 500 nm. If we convert those Mie

scattering optical depths to a wavelength of 800 nm, we

find that the 0.3-µm particle optical depth drops from 3.1

to 2.6 and the 1.54 µm particle optical depth increases

from 6.1 to 7.5. Thus, the wavelength difference does

not explain the low optical depths of the non-spherical

model. It is more likely due to the latter’s more symmet-

ric scattering. The Mie particle models have asymmetries

of about 0.68 and 0.87 for the small and large particle
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Fig. 17.— Comparison of observed spectra (curves) with model fits (points) for the large particle solutions (left) and the small particle

solutions (right), both using the model parameterization defined in Table 7. Fits to 2015 STIS observations are shown in the top pair of

panels and fits to 2012 observations in the bottom pair of panels. Blue dotted ovals identify regions of high-latitude fitting errors, which

can be greatly reduced by using a non-uniform vertical distribution of methane.

solutions respectively, both adjusted to a reference wave-

length of 800 nm. The particles of KT2009, which use

a DHG phase function, with their adopted values of g1
= 0.7 and g2= -0.3, yield an asymmetry of 0.6, which

is much closer to that of our small particle solution for

spherical particles, and much larger than our HG par-

ticle solutions. We tried to find an HG solution with

larger asymmetry by using a first guess with g = 0.63,

but the regression again converged on g = 0.43. It is

apparently the case that very different scattering proper-

ties can lead to very nearly the same fit quality, but very

different optical depths and asymmetry parameters. At

phase angles near zero, there is a considerable ambiguity

between more forward scattering particles with larger op-

tical depths and more backward scattering particles with

smaller optical depths.

The best-fit optical depth slope parameter hg2 kod is

negative, as generally expected, and is around -2/µm at

10◦N but -3.2 /µm to -4/µm at 60◦N. A spherical par-

ticle of radius 0.3 µm and real index 1.4 would have a

slope of about -2.4/µm. For spherical particles, some of

the wavelength dependence in scattering is provided by

wavelength dependence in the phase function. This sug-

gests a possible decrease in particle size at high latitudes.

There is better agreement between the HG solution

and the small particle Mie solutions regarding other pa-

rameters, including pressure boundaries, methane mixing

ratios and above cloud humidities. Thus, the preponder-

ance of evidence suggests that the cloud particles can

be roughly approximated by the small particle Mie solu-

tions, which is the solution type we will use to investigate

the latitude dependent characteristics in more detail.

9.2.4. Latitude-dependent fits

To illustrate the latitude dependence of the effective

methane mixing ratio and the inferred aerosol distribu-
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Fig. 18.— Derivative spectra for uniform mixing ratio models evaluated for the large-particle solution (Left group) and small particle

solution (Right group). In each group we show I/F model spectrum (A) and derivatives of fractional changes in I/F with respect to

fractional changes in parameters m1 od (B), m2 pb (C), m2 pt (D), m2 od (E), m2 r (F), m2 nr (G), ch4v0 ≡ α0 (H) and ch4rhc (I).

All the derivative panels are scaled the same, except for panel B, which has been expanded by a factor of 4, and panel G, which has been

compressed by a factor of 5 because of their unusually small and large effects, respectively, on the I/F spectrum. In panels F and G, the

dotted curve represents a version of the m2 od derivative spectrum scaled to match the lower features of the m2 r and m2 nr derivative

spectra respectively, to illustrate their strong correlations but resolvable differences.

TABLE 8

Single tropospheric HG layer fits to 10◦N and 60◦N STIS spectra.

Lat. m1 od hg2 pt hg2 pb hg2 kod α0

(◦) ×100 hg2 od (bar) (bar) hg2 g (/µm ) (%) ch4rhc χ2 YR

10 2.6±0.5 1.58±0.13 1.13±0.03 2.33±0.15 0.43±0.04 -2.23±0.4 3.48±0.45 0.65±0.08 151.51 2015

60 0.0±0.0 0.97±0.05 1.01±0.02 2.53±0.12 0.26±0.02 -3.18±0.3 0.97±0.06 0.31±0.03 252.65 2015

10 2.7±0.5 1.57±0.14 1.07±0.03 2.47±0.17 0.42±0.04 -1.91±0.4 2.85±0.32 0.87±0.12 192.22 2012

60 2.0±1.2 0.71±0.06 1.01±0.02 2.04±0.08 0.39±0.04 -3.95±0.3 1.04±0.07 0.39±0.15 193.30 2012

NOTE: The optical depth is for a wavelength of 0.8 microns for hg2 od, and for 0.5 µm for the

stratospheric haze (m1 od). These fits used 318 points of comparison and fit 8 parameters, for a

nominal value of NF=310, for which the normalized χ2 /NF ranged from 0.48 to 0.802.

tion we selected the simple 2-layer model using a compact

stratospheric haze and an extended diffuse layer of spher-

ical tropospheric particles, characterized by Mie scatter-

ing parameters of radius and refractive index. We also
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Fig. 19.— Left: HG Model spectra compared to observations at 10◦N and 60◦N for 2012 (bottom pair) and 2015 observations (top pair),

with models plotted as points with error bars. Right: Derivative spectra showing the ratio of a fractional change in I/F to the fractional

change in the parameter producing the change (here ch4v0 ≡ α0). The dotted curve in panel F of the derivative group is an inverted plot

of the curve in panel E, with minima scaled to match the solid curves. Note that the maxima do not match, making them distinguishable.

chose the small-radius solution set because of their high

quality fits and relative consistency between 2012 and

2015, as well as their better agreement with HG fits as

noted in the previous section. Other models show similar

characteristics, except that they contain more variation

between years, as can be surmised from the table of fit

parameters from fits at 10◦N and 60◦N, shown in Ta-

ble 7 for large Mie particle fits and in Table 8 for HG

model fits. We assumed a methane profile that has a

vertically uniform fitted deep mixing ratio, a fitted rela-

tive humidity immediately above the condensation level,

a minimum relative humidity of 30%, with linear inter-

polation filling in values between the condensation level

and the tropopause. Above the tropopause we assumed a

mixing ratio equal to the tropopause value. From fitting

spectra every 10◦ of latitude for both 2012 and 2015 ob-

servations we obtained the best-fit parameters and their

formal uncertainties given in Table 9. The parameters

are also plotted in Fig. 20, where panels A-E display the

fit parameter values and their estimate errors, and pan-

els F-I display samples of model and observed spectra for

10◦ N and 60◦ N for 2015 (F and G) and 2012 (H and I).

Most of the model parameters are found to have only

weak variations with latitude. The top pressure of the

sole tropospheric cloud layer is surprisingly invariant

from low to high latitudes as well as from 2012 to 2013,

even though there are substantial variations in optical

depth between years as well as with latitude. This

boundary pressure is also very well constrained by the

observations. The bottom pressure of this cloud is more

variable, but its variation is not much more than its un-

certainty which is much larger than that of the cloud

top pressure. The larger uncertainty is consistent with

the derivative spectra given in Fig. 18, which shows that,

compared to the top pressure, the bottom pressure has a

smaller fractional effect on the I/F spectrum for a given

fractional change in pressure.
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TABLE 9

Single tropospheric Mie layer fits to the 730-900 nm spectra as a function of latitude assuming vertically uniform CH4

below the condensation level.

Lat. m1 od m2 pt m2 pb m2 r α0

(◦) ×100 m2 od (bar) (bar) (µm ) m2 nr (%) ch4rhc χ2 YR

-10 2.4±0.8 3.60±1.37 1.09±0.04 2.66±0.22 0.22±0.09 1.65±0.31 2.93±0.37 0.75±0.14 180.61 2015

0 4.5±0.8 2.52±0.67 1.07±0.04 2.55±0.20 0.25±0.08 1.72±0.24 2.69±0.38 0.61±0.14 137.93 2015

10 2.8±0.8 3.07±0.88 1.13±0.04 2.46±0.22 0.34±0.10 1.55±0.16 3.14±0.45 0.68±0.13 148.39 2015

20 2.8±0.7 1.99±0.58 1.08±0.05 2.55±0.22 0.28±0.11 1.75±0.29 2.85±0.39 0.97±0.18 170.32 2015

30 3.8±0.8 1.48±0.49 1.06±0.05 2.60±0.20 0.27±0.13 1.81±0.36 2.10±0.24 0.88±0.19 170.86 2015

40 2.8±0.9 1.41±0.36 1.01±0.04 2.65±0.17 0.27±0.10 1.79±0.28 1.41±0.12 0.75±0.20 205.54 2015

50 2.4±1.1 1.25±0.42 1.01±0.04 2.51±0.14 0.26±0.16 1.88±0.46 1.13±0.09 0.76±0.22 266.49 2015

60 0.1±70.7 1.45±0.29 1.02±0.02 2.53±0.13 0.25±0.09 1.86±0.30 0.99±0.08 0.31±0.18 248.62 2015

70 0.4±13.4 1.49±0.26 1.01±0.03 2.71±0.14 0.23±0.09 1.90±0.33 0.88±0.07 0.36±0.21 278.56 2015

-20 1.4±0.7 3.14±1.19 1.11±0.04 2.71±0.22 0.24±0.09 1.66±0.29 2.87±0.36 0.77±0.13 137.66 2012

-10 4.4±0.7 3.28±1.22 1.04±0.05 2.77±0.23 0.25±0.09 1.64±0.27 2.63±0.32 1.17±0.21 147.88 2012

0 4.7±0.8 2.51±0.64 1.08±0.04 2.56±0.21 0.25±0.08 1.73±0.24 2.69±0.37 0.58±0.12 150.60 2012

10 3.0±0.7 2.52±0.64 1.07±0.04 2.37±0.20 0.25±0.09 1.74±0.26 3.16±0.50 0.95±0.16 192.65 2012

20 2.6±0.7 3.42±1.14 1.06±0.05 2.63±0.21 0.27±0.08 1.62±0.22 2.65±0.33 0.95±0.17 197.68 2012

30 2.7±0.7 1.98±0.51 1.02±0.05 2.69±0.19 0.26±0.08 1.74±0.24 1.99±0.21 0.89±0.18 149.64 2012

40 2.8±1.0 2.07±0.51 1.06±0.04 2.42±0.15 0.32±0.08 1.57±0.14 1.29±0.12 0.62±0.18 255.27 2012

50 0.4±1.55 1.94±0.39 1.07±0.03 2.47±0.13 0.32±0.06 1.59±0.12 1.03±0.08 0.30±0.17 191.32 2012

60 2.2±1.6 1.10±0.23 1.02±0.04 2.22±0.13 0.24±0.07 1.81±0.25 0.93±0.08 0.42±0.20 196.02 2012

70 1.8±2.1 1.00±0.12 1.01±0.03 2.23±0.12 0.19±0.09 1.97±0.36 0.97±0.08 0.29±0.19 235.18 2012

NOTE: The optical depths are for a wavelength of 0.5 µm. These fits used 318 points of comparison

and fit 8 parameters, for a nominal value of NF=310, for which the normalized χ2 /NF ranged from

0.44 to 0.90.

The most prominent latitudinally varying parameter

is the effective deep methane mixing ratio, which attains

a low-latitude maximum of about 3.15%, dropping to

about 2% by 30◦ N, reaching a high-latitude value of

about 1% at between 50◦N and 60◦N. Close behind, is the

variation in methane humidity above the condensation

level, which was found to be 60-100% at low latitudes,

declining to about 30-40% for regions poleward of 50◦ N.

This decline towards the north pole is also seen in other

model types as well.

There is also close agreement, for this model, between

between 2012 and 2015 results for both the extremes in

the methane mixing ratio and in its latitudinal variation.

The slight dip at the equator is also present in results for

both years, as is the peak at 10◦N. The agreement of the

2012 and 2015 methane profiles (on both the deep mix-

ing ratio and the above cloud humidity) is close enough

that we must look elsewhere to explain the brightening of

the polar region between 2012 and 2015. The most likely

aerosol change responsible for the polar brightening is the

increase in the bottom cloud layer optical depth (m2 od)

by about 60% at latitudes north of 50◦, a factor already

discussed in Section 9.2.2. However, because multiple

aerosol parameters differ between 2012 and 2015, it is

useful to show that the combined effect of layer m2 pa-

rameter changes does indeed result in the increased scat-

tering that produced the observed brightness increase.

This was done by starting with the model spectrum for

2012 and computed a new model spectrum in which only

the layer-m2 parameters were changed to match those

of 2015, leaving other parameters unchanged. We also

computed the spectrum change when only the optical

depth of the m2 layer was changed to the 2015 value.

We did this at latitudes of 50◦N, 60◦N, and 70◦N. The
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Fig. 20.— Left: Single tropospheric Mie model fits as a function of latitude under the assumption that the methane VMR is constant

for pressures exceeding the condensation level. Parameter values are also given in Table 9. Right: sample spectra, with blue dotted ovals

identifying regions of larger I/F errors.

results are summarized in the following figures. The left-

hand figure provides a sample spectral view at 60◦ N.

It shows the measured spectral difference between 2012

and 2015 as a shaded curve, with shading range indicat-

ing uncertainties. Also shown are the difference in model

fits (+), the difference due only to layer m2 differences

(×), and the difference due only to the change in optical

depth (o). The right hand plot displays the latitude de-

pendence for two pseudo-continuum wavelengths. Again

are shown the measured differences (shaded curves), the

model difference (×), and the brightness change due only

to layer m2 (+). This figure shows that layer m2 is

clearly responsible for the vast majority of the brightness

increase between 2012 and 2015, but changes in the m2

layer optical depth are only responsible for about half of

the total scattering increases of that layer (as in the left

hand plot), except at 50◦N, where even though the opti-

cal depth decreased, the layer still brightened because of

changes in particle size and refractive index).

At low latitudes, the fit quality for both years is better

than expected from our uncertainty estimates, but fit

quality decreases significantly at high northern latitudes,

especially for the 2015 fits, which have increased aerosol

scattering. The high latitude fitting problem is most

obvious just short of 750 nm, as shown in panels G and I

of Fig. 20, where the model values exceed the measured

values (note the encircled regions). This problem can

be greatly reduced by using an altered vertical profile of

methane, as discussed in Section 9.3.

9.2.5. Summary of uniform methane results

Both spherical particle and HG models for the upper

tropospheric layer lead to declining effective methane vol-

ume mixing ratios with latitude by similar factors, but

are in some disagreement with respect to magnitudes,

as shown in greater detail in Fig. 22. The more detailed

latitudinal fit results in Fig. 20 for the small-particle solu-

tion, show that the effective methane mixing ratio peaks

near 10◦ N in both years, has a local minimum at the

equator and declines with latitude by more than a factor
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compared to total model differences (×) and differences due to all changes in layer m2 only (+). This shows that increased scattering by

layer m2 is primarily responsible for the observed brightening of the polar region between 2012 and 2015.

of two by 50-60◦ N. For each year, the two aerosol models

lead to similar shapes, and in the 50-70◦ range the two

models agree that there is a crossover in which the 2015

vmr declines from 50◦ to 70◦, while the 2012 vmr rises

slightly over the same interval.

The fitted values of the methane relative humidity just

above the condensation level, shown in Fig. 22B, have

considerable uncertainty. But both results indicate a

peak near 20◦ N, a clear local minimum near the equa-

tor, and a strong decline towards the north pole. This

is suggestive of rising motions near 20◦ and descending

motions near the equator and poles, with the latter being

more significant.

9.2.6. The effects of particle absorption on derived methane

amounts

The modeling results presented so far are for conser-

vative particles (̟ = 1.0). Particles that absorb some

fraction of the incident light will act to darken the at-

mosphere and reduce the amount of methane needed

to fit the spectrum. This is true even if the parti-

cles are not distributed vertically in the same fashion

as methane, and even though they lack the band struc-

ture of methane. The aerosol optical depths and derived

pressure locations of the layers are also altered. To in-

vestigate the magnitude of these effects we did fits of the

2 Mie layer model to the 2015 STIS observations, under

the assumption of vertically uniform methane, but with

the imaginary index of the tropospheric layer increased

from zero to 0.0049, which, for a 0.3-µm radius particle

with a real refractive index of 1.8 corresponds to a de-

crease in single scattering albedo at 0.8 µm from ̟ =

1.0 to ̟ ≈ 0.979. This amount of absorption in the 730

to 900 nm part of the spectrum, makes it possible to fit

the entire spectrum (down to 540 nm) if the particles are

assumed to be conservative at the shorter wavelengths

(see Sec. 9.4 for more information). Table 10 shows that

adding this amount of absorption changes the layer-2 top

pressures by just fractions of a percent, while increasing

the bottom pressures by 18-22%. The optical depth of

the layer changes in less consistent directions. If the par-

ticle’s refractive index and size did not change much,

then an increase in optical depth would be required to

make up for the lower single-scattering albedo produced

by absorption. However, the optical depth is seen to de-

crease at 10◦N, where m2 nr has increased by almost

10% (and m2 nr - 1 by 28%), increasing the scattering

efficiency substantially. For 60◦N, the changes in m2 r,

m2 nr, and m2 od are all substantially smaller. Most

importantly, the effective deep methane mixing ratio is

decreased by 3% at 10◦N and 7% at 60◦N, which sug-

gests that a fair approximation of the latitudinal profile

for absorbing cloud particles can be obtained by scal-

ing the profile we derived from conservative scattering.

Whether the cloud particles are actually absorbing in the

730-900 nm region remains to be determined.

For the large-particle solution, we made a similar com-

parison, but just for 10◦ N and for 2012. In this case

the increase of imaginary index needed to adjust the

wavelength dependence (as described above for the small-

particle solution) is only from 0 to 6.2×10−4, which de-

creases the single-scattering albedo for a 1.535 µm par-

ticle with real index 1.225 to ̟ = 0.990 at 0.8 µm. Al-
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Fig. 22.— Effective deep methane VMR for different aerosol model parameterizations at 10◦ N (A) and 60◦ N (B). Vertical lines show

unweighted mean values for 2015 (dashed) and 2012 (dotted).

though this seems like a small change, it produces a 50%

increase in optical depth, a 56% increase in the cloud

bottom pressure, and a 10.6% decrease in the best-fit

methane mixing ratio, as shown in Table 11. For non-

spherical particles in which wavelength-dependent op-

tical depths or wavelength dependent phase functions

might be used to adjust the wavelength dependent I/F

spectrum, there may be no need for absorbing particles,

in which case the somewhat higher methane mixing ra-

tios may apply.

9.3. Fitting latitude-dependent vertically non-uniform

methane depletion models

9.3.1. Alternative models of vertically varying methane

The fits discussed in previous sections have assumed

that the methane profile is vertically uniform from the

bottom of our model atmosphere all the way up to the

methane condensation level. We have already noted

problems with those fits in the 750 nm region of the

spectrum, which suggest that the methane mixing ra-

tio likely increases with depth at high latitudes. There

are also independent physical arguments suggesting the

same characteristic. Sromovsky et al. (2011) pointed out

that extending the very low high latitude mixing ratios

to great depths would result in horizontal density gradi-

ents over great depths. As a consequence of geostrophic

and hydrostatic balance, these gradients would lead to

vertical wind shears (Sun et al. 1991). This would re-

sult in an enormous wind difference with latitude at

the visible cloud level, which would be inconsistent with

the observed winds of Uranus. Thus, we would ex-

pect that the polar depletion would be a relatively shal-

low effect, as we have inferred from our previous work

(Karkoschka and Tomasko 2009; Sromovsky et al. 2011,

2014). As indicated by KT2009, the 2002 spectral obser-

vations did not require that methane depletions extend to

great depths, and Sromovsky et al. (2011) showed that

shallow depletions were preferred by the 2002 spectra.

This was further supported by de Kleer et al. (2015),

who used our descended profile parameterization, fixed

the shape parameter at vx = 2, and constrained the

depth parameter vs latitude using H band spectra. They

found a clear latitude trend, with a low-latitude value of

1.7±0.2 bars, increasing to 3.2±1 bars in the 40–50◦N

band, and as deep as 26+11
−18 bars in the 60–70◦N band,

although at that extreme value the depth parameter is

constrained more by the shape of the profile at much

lower pressures than by any direct sensing of sunlight
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TABLE 10

Changes in small-particle best-fit parameter values derived from the STIS 2015 observations, as a result of adding

absorption to aerosol layer 2 by increasing m2 ni from 0.0 to 0.005.

10◦N Latitude 60◦N Latitude

Parameter Value Value Value Value

Name m2 ni = 0 m2 ni = 0.005 Difference m2 ni = 0 m2 ni = 0.005 Difference

m2 od 3.084 2.864 -7.15% 1.445 1.482 2.54%

m2 pt (bar) 1.126 1.127 0.14% 1.023 1.032 0.87%

m2 pb (bar) 2.450 2.993 22.12% 2.519 2.968 17.79%

m2 r (µm) 0.342 0.307 -10.16% 0.248 0.256 2.89%

m2 nr 1.554 1.706 9.77% 1.862 1.900 2.05%

α0 ×100 3.160 3.060 -3.16% 0.989 0.916 -7.38%

ch4rhc 0.687 0.701 2.04% 0.318 0.355 11.64%

χ2 148.03 148.85 0.55% 248.29 246.28 -0.81%

TABLE 11

Changes in large-particle best-fit parameter values

derived from the STIS 2015 observations, as a result of

adding absorption to aerosol layer 2 by increasing m2 ni

from zero to 6.2×10−4.

10◦N Latitude

Parameter Value Value

Name m2 ni = 0 m2 ni = 6.2×10−4 Difference

m2 od 6.088 9.124 49.87%

m2 pt (bar) 1.094 1.112 1.64%

m2 pb (bar) 2.675 4.183 56.39%

m2 r (µm) 1.535 1.597 4.01%

m2 nr 1.225 1.243 1.42%

α0 ×100 2.560 2.290 -10.55%

ch4rhc 0.879 0.877 -0.23%

χ2 196.26 193.13 -1.59%

reflected from the 26-bar level.

From the previous discussion, we expect a reasonable

physical model has some pressure value Pd for which

the methane mixing ratio is independent of latitude for

P > Pd, but allows a decline in mixing ratio with lat-

itude for P < Pd. We assume that the highest mixing

ratio we observe at low latitudes (which turns out to be

at 10◦N) is representative of the deep mixing ratio and

assume all of the variation with latitude is a depletion

relative to that level. Here we describe the results of fit-

ting two alternative vertically varying depletion models:

the descended profile model described in Fig. 14A and

Eq. 4, and the step function depletion described in Fig.

14B. Both options result in improved fit quality at high

latitudes, with depletions confined to the upper tropo-

sphere.

We first consider the stepped depletion model shown

in Fig. 14B because it is easier to constrain its bottom

boundary at all latitudes. A more detailed look at the

60◦N spectrum from 2012 in comparison with a model fit

using a vertically uniform methane mixing ratio is shown

in Fig. 23A-C, while our best fit model for the stepped

methane profile is displayed in Fig. 23D-F. Here we as-

sume that the deep mixing ratio is equal to the 10◦N

best fit uniform VMR value of 3.14%, and optimize the

depleted mixing ratio α1 and the depth of the depletion

Pd to minimize χ2. The result is seen to be a substan-

tial improvement of the fit in the 750-nm region, with

minor improvements in other areas, with an overall sig-

nificant reduction in χ2 for the entire fit from 196.02 to

160.72. The fact that the difference plots show strong

features in the vicinity of large slopes in the spectrum,

particularly at 0.88 µm, suggests that there may be a

slight error in the STIS wavelength scale. If we move the

observed spectrum just 0.24 nm towards shorter wave-

lengths, these χ2 values can be reduced to 170.02 and

137.93 respectively. (Although the STIS wavelengths are

very accurate up to 653 nm because of the availability

of numerous Fraunhofer calibration lines, longer wave-

lengths require extrapolation that allows errors of this

size.) The best fit values for the methane profile parame-

ters are ch4vx = 0.73±0.08% and Pd = 3.0+3.5
−1.5 bars. The

methane value is a little below the 0.93±0.08% for the

uniform mixing ratio model, as expected. The methane

relative humidity above the condensation level was found

to be 95±16% for the uniform case and 67±32% for the

upper tropospheric depletion case. The uncertainty in

the depth of depletion (Pd) is much larger on the high

side because the sensitivity to that parameter decreases

with depth.

We also tried fits with the descended depletion function

described in Fig. 14A and Eq. 4, which is defined by

a shape parameter vx and a depth parameter Pd. We

found the depth parameter difficult to constrain because

the rate of change of mixing ratio with depth can be

come quite small for large depths due to the shape of the

function. However, fixing Pd at 5 bars, and using just the
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Fig. 23.— Detailed comparison of 60◦N 2012 STIS observations with best-fit model spectra assuming vertically uniform methane VMR

(A-C) and with model calculations assuming a step-function change in methane VMR (D-F), where observations are plotted as continuous

curves and models as colored points, using red, green, and blue for µ values of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 respectively. Below each spectral plot are

plots of model minus observation (B and E) and the same difference divided the expected uncertainty (C and F). Methane profiles are

described in the legends.

shape parameter to control the depletion, we obtained

a χ2 value of 167.34 and a shape parameter of vx =

1.22±0.54, fitting the same 2012 60◦N observation as in

Fig. 23. Thus, a descended depletion fit is also viable,

and probably a more realistic vertical variation than the

step function. The advantage of the step function is that

both parameters can be fit without too much difficulty.

9.3.2. Latitude dependent fits with a stepped depletion of

methane

Here we describe the results of assuming a stepped de-

pletion of methane, parameterized by one fixed parame-

ter (α0, the deep methane VMR, which is set to 0.0315)

and two adjustable parameters (Pd, the pressure at which

the step occurs and α1, the decreased mixing ratio be-
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tween that level and the condensation level (which is a

function of the decreased methane VMR). In addition to

fitting these two parameters, we fit the usual aerosol pa-

rameters and the methane relative humidity above the

condensation level, resulting in a net increase of one ad-

justable parameter, for a new total of nine. The best-fit

parameter values and their uncertainties are given at 10◦

latitude intervals for both 2012 and 2015 in Table 12.

These are plotted versus latitude in the left column of

Fig. 24 and comparisons of model and observed spectra

are displayed in the right column.

The best-fit methane depletion depth parameter values

are shown by dashed lines in panel B of Fig. 24 for Pd

and by dotted lines in panel D for α1. At high latitudes

the latter is near 0.8%, and increases somewhat at low

latitudes, but becomes very uncertain at low latitudes,

which is a result of having less and less influence on the

spectrum as the depth of the depletion decreases towards

the condensation level. As shown in panel D, the deple-

tion depth is in the 3-5 bar range from 70◦N down to

about 50◦N, and then declines to nearly the condensa-

tion level by 20◦N, and at low latitudes there is almost no

depletion. The improvement in fit quality is significant

at high latitudes.

In comparison with the uniform methane fit results, we

see only minor changes in most of the other parameters.

The top pressure of the tropospheric cloud layer is nearly

the same for both models, although the stepped depletion

model results show a little more variability. The retrieved

bottom pressure shows more significant changes. The

new results show much closer agreement between years,

but more change with respect to latitude, increasing from

about 2.5 bars at low latitude to 3 bars at high latitude.

The prior results showed no consistent trend with lati-

tude, averaging about 2.7 bars. The optical depth for

that layer shows about the same trend with latitude and

the same increase at high latitudes between 2012 and

2015. The particle size generally remains between 0.2

and 0.4 µm for both models, but the descended model

fits indicate that particles in the northern hemisphere are

about 40% larger in 2015 than in 2012, while the uni-

form model showed much less difference between years.

All these particle size differences are within uncertain-

ties, however. The relative humidity results for methane

are roughly similar for the two model types, with higher,

near saturation levels at low latitudes and a factor of two

decline in the polar region. Both find the methane hu-

midity depressed at the equator, with a slightly sharper

decline seen in the descended profile results.

The refractive index results differ a little. For the de-

scended depletion model fits for 2012 and 2013 are in

somewhat better agreement than for the uniform model,

and do not show as much trending towards slightly higher

values at high latitudes.

9.3.3. Latitude dependent fits with descended depletion of

methane

Because the descended depletion function approaches

the deep mixing ratio on a tangent, it is hard to constrain

the depth parameter for this model at most latitudes.

Thus, from preliminary fits we found a Pd value that

worked well at high latitudes (Pd = 5 bars) and kept

that constant, while using just the shape parameter (vx)

as the additional adjustable parameter in maximizing fit

quality as a function of latitude. The results for best fit

parameter values and uncertainties are given in Table 13

and plotted in Fig. 25.

These two depletion model fits are compared in Fig. 26,

with descended model fits in panel A and the stepped

depletion model fits in panel B. The descended model

fits yield slightly lower χ2 values, especially at 70◦ N,

although even there the difference is smaller than the

expected uncertainty of
√

2χ2, which is 22 in this case.

Both models imply that the high latitude depletion is

of limited depth, and both imply that the methane hu-

midity above the 1 bar level is near saturation at low

latitudes and decreases poleward. Not only can we ob-

tain good fits with a shallow depletion of methane, they

are preferred on the basis of fit quality. Not only does

the high latitude fit near 745 nm improve significantly

when the vertically varying depletion models are used,

but the overall χ2 at high latitudes is also significantly

improved, as illustrated in Fig. 27. This is especially ap-

parent at the higher latitudes and in comparing averages

over the 50◦ – 70◦ latitude range. Although the stepped

depletion model is seen to yield slightly better χ2 val-

ues than the descended depletion models, the difference

is less than the expected uncertainty. The virtue of the

stepped depletion model is that it can be well constrained

at all latitudes, while the virtue of the descended deple-

tion model is that it makes more sense physically. We

were able to extend the latitude range of the descended

model fits by fixing the value of the depth parameter Pd

to 5.0 bars. We then found that both depletion models

do not quite yield zero depletion at low latitudes, which

one might interpret to mean that we should have cho-

sen a slightly lower deep methane VMR value. However,

the χ2 values for the vertically uniform values are just as
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Fig. 24.— Stepped depletion model of vertical methane distribution fit to STIS spectra from 2012 and 2015. Conservative cloud model

and gas profile parameters for a Mie-scattering haze above a single diffuse Mie-scattering tropospheric layer, assuming a deep mixing ratio

of α0 = 0.0315, and a methane profile characterized by a pressure depth parameter Pd and a depleted mixing ratio α1 (defined in Fig. 14)

and constrained by spectral observations from 730 nm to 900 nm. The parameter values are in panels A-E, with red (open circle) points

displaying results of fitting 2012 STIS observations and black (filled circle) points displaying the results of fitting 2015 observations. Sample

comparisons between measured and large-particle model spectra are in panels F-I. Note the great improvement in the high latitude fits

near 745 nm, compared to results given in Fig. 20.

good or slightly better than the depleted models at low

latitudes.

9.4. Wavelength dependence issues

Although the best-fit parameters given in Table 7 pro-

vide great spectral matches over the fitted range (730–

900 nm), they do not provide good matches over the

entire range. As expected, and as illustrated in Fig. 28,

the corresponding model spectra fit even worse over the

rest of the wavelength range than the initial fit shown in

Fig. 16. The problem with both the small-particle and

large-particle models is that they do not produce a large

enough I/F at the short wavelength side of the spectrum

(from 0.54 µm to 0.68 µm) for the two largest zenith an-

gle cosines, and produce too high an I/F in the deeply

penetrating region near 0.94 µm for all three zenith an-

gles. The problem is less extreme for the small-particle

solution because it produces a larger increase in I/F at

shorter wavelengths.

One way to solve the short wavelength deficit prob-

lem is to abandon spherical particles and use a

wavelength-dependent phase function that provides in-

creased backscatter at short wavelengths, which is the

approach followed by KT2009, and one which we will

return to in a later section. An alternative approach

considered here is to use a wavelength-dependent imagi-

nary index that is small at short wavelengths and larger

at long wavelengths, an approach used by Irwin et al.

(2015) to solve a similar problem in fitting near-IR spec-

tra. The utility of this approach is that the increased

optical depth required to compensate for the small ab-

sorption at long wavelengths leads to a needed increase
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TABLE 12

Single tropospheric Mie layer fits to the 730-900 nm spectra as a function of latitude assuming stepped depletion of CH4

below the condensation level.

Lat. m1 od m2 pt m2 pb m2 r α1 Pd

(◦) ×100 m2 od (bar) (bar) (µm ) m2 nr ch4rhc (%) (bar) χ2 YR

-10 3.5±1.3 3.25±1.10 1.18±0.10 2.55±0.15 0.21±0.07 1.71±0.27 1.07±0.43 0.79±0.41 1.12±0.61 178.88 2015

0 3.1±2.0 3.20±1.14 1.19±0.08 2.53±0.17 0.27±0.06 1.62±0.19 0.36±0.31 0.77±0.67 1.13±0.37 132.16 2015

10 4.7±1.3 3.37±1.04 1.20±0.08 2.41±0.12 0.33±0.10 1.54±0.15 1.33±0.57 0.60±0.20 1.11±0.47 144.54 2015

20 3.8±1.3 2.38±0.78 1.21±0.10 2.52±0.17 0.30±0.08 1.67±0.20 1.34±0.51 1.08±0.53 1.12±0.01 164.33 2015

30 4.2±1.0 1.95±0.57 1.17±0.12 2.93±0.38 0.31±0.10 1.69±0.22 0.98±0.25 1.45±0.33 1.61±0.12 167.31 2015

40 3.3±1.0 1.75±0.42 1.02±0.06 3.25±0.28 0.30±0.08 1.71±0.19 0.92±0.26 1.18±0.13 2.76±1.49 194.88 2015

50 3.1±1.0 1.33±0.51 0.96±0.05 2.96±0.36 0.26±0.19 1.88±0.52 1.06±0.33 1.05±0.12 3.90±4.58 258.44 2015

60 0.8±3.8 1.74±0.35 1.03±0.03 3.06±0.37 0.28±0.07 1.76±0.19 0.43±0.28 0.85±0.08 3.44±1.87 239.38 2015

70 1.4±1.9 1.85±0.33 1.00±0.04 3.10±0.32 0.29±0.06 1.71±0.15 0.55±0.29 0.81±0.08 4.89±4.36 268.77 2015

-20 2.0±1.1 4.41±2.06 1.25±0.09 2.67±0.19 0.19±0.05 1.58±0.38 0.96±0.30 1.09±0.45 1.15±0.21 134.90 2012

-10 5.2±1.1 3.46±1.53 1.17±0.11 2.63±0.21 0.20±0.07 1.75±0.27 1.52±0.51 1.17±0.73 1.12±0.01 142.97 2012

0 5.1±1.5 3.10±1.04 1.22±0.09 2.48±0.13 0.25±0.07 1.67±0.22 0.66±0.35 0.67±0.27 1.13±0.15 147.11 2012

10 3.7±1.1 2.62±0.53 1.09±0.08 2.42±0.15 0.22±0.07 1.81±0.24 1.17±0.38 1.39±1.32 1.12±1.05 192.40 2012

20 3.1±1.1 3.23±0.92 1.14±0.09 2.53±0.20 0.21±0.06 1.78±0.24 1.12±0.40 1.29±0.82 1.12±0.01 197.25 2012

30 3.2±1.0 2.44±0.60 1.21±0.12 2.83±0.37 0.22±0.08 1.82±0.28 1.03±0.32 1.13±0.31 1.41±0.03 141.96 2012

40 4.8±1.1 3.24±1.36 1.33±0.16 2.71±0.33 0.23±0.08 1.62±0.25 1.27±0.42 0.72±0.12 1.67±0.14 234.70 2012

50 0.9±2.1 1.71±0.31 1.04±0.03 2.92±0.28 0.22±0.09 1.86±0.30 0.48±0.23 0.93±0.10 3.12±4.50 166.19 2012

60 3.4±1.4 1.21±0.28 1.03±0.06 2.99±0.27 0.22±0.09 1.86±0.33 0.67±0.32 0.73±0.08 3.02±2.78 160.72 2012

70 3.4±1.7 1.26±0.34 1.02±0.06 3.16±0.36 0.22±0.09 1.84±0.33 0.54±0.33 0.72±0.08 2.87±0.17 202.39 2012

NOTE: The optical depth is for a wavelength of 0.5 µm. These fits used 318 points of comparison

and fit 8 parameters, for a nominal value of NF=310, for which the normalized χ2 /NF ranged from

0.426 to 0.87.

in the I/F at short wavelengths where the absorption

is absent. To follow up on this approach we added an

adjustable imaginary index to cloud particles in the m2

Mie layer, and then optimized model parameters to fit

both the 730–900 nm region and the 540-580 nm region

simultaneously, as described in the following section.

9.4.1. Controlling wavelength dependence with particulate

absorption

The first example of controlling wavelength depen-

dence over a larger spectral range is based on adjustment

of particulate absorption. For this example, we assume

two Mie scattering clouds, with the top layer (m1) lo-

cated at an arbitrary pressure of 50 mbar and containing

conservative particles with an assumed effective radius of

0.06 µm, and an adjustable optical depth. The top layer

has a very small optical depth and its particle size is not

very well constrained by our observations. We chose a

somewhat arbitrarily value based on preliminary fitted

values. The Rages et al. (1991) haze model estimates a

particle size closer to 0.1 µm at 50 mbar. The other Mie

layer is assumed to be composed of a non-conservative

material, characterized by a refractive index of m2 nr +

0 × i for λ <700 nm and n = m2 nr + m2 ni × i for

λ > 710 nm. The tropospheric Mie layers (m2) is charac-

terized by three additional fitted parameters: pressure,

particle size, and optical depth. We then simultaneously

fit just two sub regions of the spectrum: the 540-580

nm region, where we assume the particles are conser-

vative, and the 730–900 nm region, where we assume

a locally wavelength-independent imaginary index that

is adjusted to minimize χ2. We also allowed m2 nr to

be adjustable. This process produced a best-fit value of

(4.9±1.3)×10−3 for the imaginary index and 2.7±0.3%

for the deep methane mixing ratio. However, this pro-
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Fig. 25.— Descended depletion model of vertical methane distribution fit to STIS spectra from 2012 and 2015. Conservative cloud model

and gas profile parameters for a Mie-scattering haze above a single diffuse Mie-scattering tropospheric layer, assuming a deep mixing ratio

of 0.0315, and a methane profile characterized by a pressure depth parameter Pd and a shape parameter vx (defined in Eq. 4 and illustrated

in Fig. 14) and constrained by spectral observations from 730 nm to 900 nm. The parameter values are in panels A-E, with red (open circle)

points displaying results of fitting 2012 STIS observations and black (filled circle) points displaying the results of fitting 2015 observations.

Sample comparisons between measured and large-particle model spectra are in panels F-I. Note the great improvement in the high latitude

fits near 745 nm, compared to results given in Fig. 20.

cess slightly degraded the fit in the 730-900 nm region.

To better constrain the methane mixing ratio for the case

with absorbing aerosols we adopted the imaginary index

obtained from the dual fit, then refit the remaining pa-

rameters using the 730-900 nm region for our spectral

constraints, yielding the results given in Table 10. Ap-

plying these parameters over the entire spectral range

from 540 nm to 960 nm, we then obtained a much im-

proved match to the observations, with a χ2 of 724.50.

This was further improved to 586.32 by optimizing values

of m2 pt (1.09±0.01 bar), m2 pb (3.35±0.13 bar), m1 od

(0.030±0.002), m2 od (3.91±0.34), m2 r (0.30±0.02),

m2 nr (1.69±0.04), and m2 nilw (0.0051±0.0003), af-

ter adding an intermediate imaginary index of 0.0011 to

the tropospheric aerosol particles in the spectral interval

from 670 nm to 730 nm, yielding the fit displayed in Fig.

29. Although the fit is good, it is not known whether any

plausible cloud material has this absorption characteris-

tic. Complex hydrocarbons, such as tholins (Khare et al.

1993), absorb more at shorter wavelength and have de-

clining absorption over the range where our example

model shows increased absorption. Judging from frost re-

flection spectra obtained by Lebofsky and Fegley (1976),

H2S does not appear to exhibit such a trend either. Thus

we have some motivation to consider other ways to gen-

erate wavelength dependence.

9.4.2. Controlling λ dependence with optical depth

variations

Although Mie scattering calculations for spherical par-

ticles produce wavelength dependent optical depth and

scattering phase functions, if these do not yield needed
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TABLE 13

Two-cloud spherical particle fits as a function of latitude assuming descended depletion of CH4 as a function of

latitude.

Lat. m1 od m2 pt m2 pb m2 r

(◦) ×100 m2 od (bar) (bar) (µm ) m2 nr ch4rhc vx χ2 YR

-10 3.3±1.0 4.06±2.15 1.06±0.09 2.94±0.23 0.22±0.09 1.59±0.32 0.96±0.28 16.90±31.60 181.84 2015

0 4.6±0.7 3.14±1.09 1.13±0.06 2.70±0.25 0.26±0.07 1.63±0.21 0.61±0.11 32.70±12.30 134.79 2015

10 4.2±1.1 3.12±1.02 1.07±0.08 2.76±0.22 0.30±0.08 1.61±0.19 1.00±0.32 19.10±30.30 153.03 2015

20 3.0±0.9 2.42±0.69 1.13±0.06 2.70±0.20 0.33±0.09 1.62±0.17 1.02±0.23 14.40±11.20 168.49 2015

30 4.8±1.1 1.99±0.54 1.17±0.07 2.89±0.23 0.33±0.09 1.64±0.17 1.19±0.37 3.81± 1.38 163.38 2015

40 4.2±1.9 1.83±0.48 1.18±0.08 2.86±0.17 0.28±0.08 1.74±0.21 1.39±0.93 1.98± 0.76 192.65 2015

50 3.4±2.4 1.47±0.42 1.21±0.07 2.58±0.11 0.26±0.12 1.87±0.38 1.30±1.09 1.70± 0.74 256.78 2015

60 2.7±2.8 1.75±0.24 1.28±0.07 2.60±0.09 0.21±0.07 1.95±0.27 1.04±1.14 1.36± 0.61 242.69 2015

70 2.5±2.7 1.90±0.22 1.33±0.08 2.66±0.09 0.18±0.04 2.05±0.19 1.04±1.18 1.23± 0.54 263.79 2015

-20 2.1±0.9 3.73±1.77 1.11±0.08 2.97±0.23 0.25±0.09 1.58±0.28 0.95±0.26 15.70±29.40 138.18 2012

-10 4.4±0.6 3.82±1.64 1.08±0.03 2.86±0.30 0.25±0.09 1.61±0.28 1.19±0.17 30.70±28.60 145.93 2012

0 4.8±0.7 2.89±0.87 1.15±0.05 2.62±0.23 0.26±0.07 1.68±0.21 0.58±0.10 34.30± 9.49 148.60 2012

10 3.6±0.7 2.61±0.71 1.04±0.05 2.51±0.18 0.25±0.08 1.73±0.24 1.13±0.23 35.40±23.00 193.20 2012

20 2.7±0.9 3.62±1.30 1.07±0.06 2.70±0.18 0.27±0.08 1.60±0.21 0.98±0.23 17.00±12.60 197.04 2012

30 3.2±1.0 2.44±0.75 1.11±0.06 2.89±0.18 0.27±0.07 1.69±0.21 1.06±0.31 4.29± 1.45 142.42 2012

40 3.9±1.4 2.35±0.74 1.20±0.07 2.55±0.13 0.27±0.06 1.65±0.19 1.04±0.50 2.21± 0.61 245.82 2012

50 2.2±2.1 2.06±0.35 1.28±0.07 2.49±0.10 0.20±0.06 1.85±0.22 0.84±0.61 1.67± 0.58 170.15 2012

60 4.3±1.9 1.54±0.52 1.38±0.11 2.36±0.10 0.15±0.04 2.05±0.16 1.19±1.05 1.21± 0.41 168.19 2012

70 3.8±1.9 1.65±0.47 1.41±0.15 2.47±0.10 0.18±0.07 1.88±0.24 0.83±0.73 1.31± 0.44 206.35 2012

NOTE: The optical depth is for a wavelength of 0.5 µm. These fits used a fixed value of Pd = 5

bars, α0 = 3.15%. There were 318 points of comparison and 8 fitted parameters, for a nominal value

of NF=310, for which the normalized χ2 /NF ranged from 0.42 to 0.83.

dependencies, and if particle size is constrained, and

wavelength-dependent absorption is not acceptable, then

non-spherical particles need to be considered.

The simplest option is to use a single HG scattering

phase function and simply adjust the wavelength depen-

dence of the optical depth to match the observed spectral

variation. An increase in optical depth with size param-

eter (2πr/λ) is certainly a characteristic shared by most

particles and by aggregates in our trial calculations. It

also is plausible that a non-spherical particle might ex-

hibit a greater λ dependence in optical depth than a

spherical particle for the case in which both particles

satisfy the other constraints in the 730-900 nm region.

To define the needed τ(λ) function we began by tak-

ing our best fit vertical structure and asymmetry fit for

the 730-900 nm region, then computed a series of model

spectra with optical depths increasing until we could find

an optical depth at any wavelength that would match

the observed I/F at that wavelength. But we found a

problem with this approach. At short wavelengths, the

optical depth needed to match two successive continuum

regions (e.g. at 560 nm and 585 nm) was about 4-5 times

the value at 800 nm that was derived from fits to the 730-

900 nm region. But to match the intervening absorption

feature at 576 nm would require about half of that opti-

cal depth. Thus a smoothly varying optical depth func-

tion could not be created in this fashion, and a function

that included wiggles at all the methane features was

completely implausible. The fix to this problem was to

distribute the cloud particles over a greater atmospheric

depth. This would not change the continuum I/F values

very much, but in the weakly absorbing regions, there

would be more absorption. At longer wavelengths this

required an increase in the cloud’s optical depth, which
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Fig. 26.— A: Best-fit descended profiles at 4 latitudes, using average parameter fits for 2012 and 2015. B: Best fit stepped depletion

profiles, using average parameter fits for 2012 and 2015. The profiles in A are overlain in light gray in B for reference. Both sets of fits

show decreasing methane humidity with latitude above the 1 bar level, and both indicate that the depletion is of limited depth (∼5 bars

or less). In both cases average χ2 values for 2012 and 2015 are given in the legend.
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Fig. 27.— Comparison of 2012 (left) and 2015 (right) χ2 versus latitude values for for three different methane vertical distribution

models: uniform (solid line), descended depletion (dotted line), and stepped depletion (dashed line). Corresponding averages over the 50◦

– 70◦ latitude range are also shown near 80◦N in each panel. The depleted profile values are slightly shifted in latitude to avoid error bar

overlaps. This shows that the overall fit quality is improved by use of the descended profile, in addition to the more obvious improvement

near 750 nm. The small overall improvement seen in fits to the 2015 observations is likely due to the increased noise level at high latitudes

and low signal levels for this data set.

in turn required readjustment of the optical depth ratio

between 800 nm and 540 nm. The result of this process

applied to our model of the 2015 STIS spectrum at 10◦N

is shown in Fig. 30.

9.4.3. Controlling λ dependence with phase function

variations

KT2009 assumed that the main tropospheric cloud

layer had a wavelength-independent optical depth, which

is a plausible assumption for large particles, and used a

wavelength dependent phase function to match the ob-

served spectral variation. A general form of their func-

tion can be written as

f1(λ) = a− b× sinα[
π

2
(λo − λ)/(λ0 − λ1)], (6)

λ1 ≤ λ ≤ λo

in which KT2009 assumed α = 4, a = 0.94, b = 0.427,

λ0 = 1 µm, and λ1 = 0.3 µm, which makes f1 reach a

maximum of 0.94 at a wavelength of 1 µm and a mini-

mum of 0.513 at 0.3 µm. They applied this to a double

HG function with adopted values of g1 = 0.7 and g2 =

-0.3. (Note that there is no basis for applying this func-

tion to wavelengths greater than 1 µm or less than 0.3

µm.) We found that this function was able to fit low
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10◦ N 2015 STIS spectra from 730 nm to 850 nm, using the small particle solution. Note the significant model falloff at shorter wavelengths.
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Fig. 29.— Extended range wavelength dependent model, using imaginary index variations to adjust the wavelength dependence. The

imaginary index m2 ni, multiplied by a factor of 100, is shown by the dashed curve.

latitude spectra over the 730 nm to 900 nm range quite

well, but that the a and b constants needed to vary with

latitude and that we needed to increase g1, leading us to

adopt a new value of 0.8. When applied to the extended

spectral range, we needed to increase λ1 to about 0.45

and α to 5. The resulting spectral match was intermedi-

ate between those shown in Figs. 29 and 30. A problem

with this formulation is that extending the idea to longer

wavelengths would require the particles to become more

and more forward scattering at longer wavelengths (in
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Fig. 30.— Extended range wavelength dependent model for HG particles, using an optical depth variation with wavelength adjusted to

match the 2015 STIS observations at 10◦N. The dashed curve displays the wavelength dependent optical depth normalized by its value at

800 nm, then scaled downward by a factor of 10.

order to produce the same effect that absorbing Mie par-

ticles produce, as discussed later). This is not a plausible

trend. For large enough wavelengths the particles must

become less forward scattering.

We also considered whether the HG model could use

a wavelength-dependent asymmetry parameter instead

of a wavelength dependent optical depth to match the

observed spectrum over a wider spectral range. How-

ever, matching the shorter wavelengths required a nega-

tive asymmetry parameter, which is an implausible con-

dition, and thus not an acceptable solution.

Thus over the longer spectral ranges it is most likely

that optical depth variation and possible particulate ab-

sorption will be needed to model reflected spectra. Phase

function variations will also be present, but cannot be the

sole way to produce the needed wavelength dependence

in scattering properties.

9.5. Two-layer Mie model applied to Near-IR spectra

To test whether our 2-layer Mie models would be capa-

ble of fitting near-IR spectra, we extended model calcula-

tions to 1.6 µm and compared them to a central meridian

SpeX spectrum covering the 0.8–1.65 µm range. [We ob-

tained this spectrum from the Infrared Telescope Facility

on 18 August 2013, using the cross-dispersed mode of the

SpeX spectrometer. The spectrum was spatially aver-

aged over the central 0.4 arcseconds of the central merid-

ian covered by the 0.15-arcsecond slit, corresponding to

an average latitude of 24◦N. It was spectrally smoothed

to the same spectral resolution as the smoothed STIS

spectrum (a FWHM of 2.88 nm). The spectrum was

scaled to match the 1.09×10−2 I/F center-of-disk H-band

I/F from Sromovsky and Fry (2007).] The initial small-

particle model parameters we used were from the 20◦N

spectrum and used an imaginary index of 0.0046 at all

wavelengths longer than 730 nm. For the initial large-

particle model, we used a fit to the 10◦N spectrum and

used an imaginary index of 6.2×10−4 for λ > 730 nm.

The smaller index for the large particle solution is a result

of the lower real refractive index for the best-fit larger

particles.

Fig. 31 shows that the extended models agree well in

the dark regions of the spectrum, indicating that little

change in stratospheric haze properties is needed, but

is far too bright in the longer wavelength continuum re-

gions, indicating that the real cloud particles have, at

longer wavelengths, a lower optical depth or greater ab-

sorption than the model particles. The large particle

solution is the worst offender because its scattering effi-

ciency is a relatively weak function of wavelength, while

the scattering efficiency of the smaller particles declines

substantially, though not enough to match the falloff in
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pseudo continuum I/F values with wavelength.

The excess model I/F at these wavelengths can be re-

duced by increasing the imaginary index as indicated in

the bottom panel of Fig. 31. Our procedure for devel-

oping these solutions was to start with a conservative

solution constrained by the 730-900 nm spectrum. We

then used that as an initial guess for a split fit of the

540-580 nm plus 730-900 nm region, assuming that the

imaginary index was zero for λ ≤ 580 nm and had an

adjustable value of m2 nilw for for λ ≥ 730 nm. From

that we obtained an estimate for the imaginary index in

the 730-900 nm region. We then fixed that imaginary

index and did a new fit within the 730-900 nm region to

get a revised estimate of the methane profile. We then

fixed the methane profile and used a second split fit to

improve the optical depth and vertical aerosol distribu-

tions, as well as particle size and real index. We then

adjusted the imaginary index in the 670-730 nm range

to optimize the fit to that part of the spectrum. That

provided the parameters used for the initial near-IR cal-

culations. To match the near-IR spectrum we did a suite

of forward calculations with different constant imaginary

index values to find in each wavelength region the imag-

inary index that provided the best model match to the

observations. This was not done at a fine wavelength

resolution in an attempt to match every detail because

the solid materials making up the cloud particles would

not likely have such fine-scale absorption features.

This figure shows that the STIS-based model with two

layers of small spherical particles can match the observed

infrared spectrum out to 1.65 µm by increasing the imag-

inary index with wavelength as shown in Fig. 31, reach-

ing a maximum of 0.1 for the H-band region. Our in-

dex is generally larger than the imaginary index esti-

mated by Irwin et al. (2015) although of roughly sim-

ilar shape. Our mean value in the H band is similar

to the adopted value of de Kleer et al. (2015). Our fit-

ted real index of 1.72±0.2 for the extended-wavelength

small-particle model is significantly larger than the value

of 1.4 assumed by Irwin et al. (2015). Since our par-

ticles are thus inherently brighter, it is not surprising

that we might need more absorption than Irwin et al. to

match the observations. Our large-particle model, with a

lower real index, has an imaginary index profile of similar

shape but lower amplitude. The imaginary index value

for de Kleer et al. (2015) we derived from their assumed

single-scattering albedo of 0.75, which corresponds to an

imaginary index of 0.06 for 1-µm particles. Irwin et al.

suggested that the refractive index spectrum would allow

us to determine the composition of the cloud particles.

However, the most likely cloud material (H2S) does not

have well characterized (quantitative) absorption proper-

ties, and frost reflection spectra between 1.2 and 1.6 µm

(Fink and Sill 1982) provide little qualitative evidence

for significant absorption of the type we seem to need to

match the observed spectrum.

We could also have modeled the drop in I/F at longer

wavelengths using a HG particle scattering model, either

by varying the single-scattering albedo with wavelength,

or by varying the optical depth as a function of wave-

length. It is left for future work to evaluate which sort

of variation provides the best overall compatibility with

the observations.

Although our modified imaginary index allows our two

cloud model to closely reproduce the observed spectrum

in most regions, there are some problems that need fur-

ther work to address. First, note that at the 1.08-µm con-

tinuum peak, the model contains modulations that are

not observed in the measured spectrum. This is also the

case for model calculations shown by Tice et al. (2013),

and is an indication of a possible flaw in our commonly

used absorption coefficients in this region.

There is also a relatively sharp feature at 1.1 µm that is

much larger in the model than in the observations. Fur-

ther, the detailed shape of the pseudo continuum peak

near 1.27 µm is not fit very well.

10. DISCUSSION

10.1. Why occultation constrained fits produced larger

methane VMR values

Given the previous discussion of methane depletion

profiles, this might be a good point at which to com-

pare the methane profiles in Fig. 26 with those obtained

from the occultation analysis of Lindal et al. (1987) or

Sromovsky et al. (2014). This is provided in Fig. 32,

where we also show the results of Orton et al. (2014b)

and Lellouch et al. (2015). The main regions of sen-

sitivity to the methane VMR values are indicated by

thicker lines for our current STIS results and those of

Lellouch et al. (2015). Note that our current STIS re-

sults at 30◦ N are in very good agreement with the Lel-

louch et al. results where they have overlapping sen-

sitivity (roughly the 200–700 mbar range). Both have

relatively high methane relative humidities compared to

the saturation vapor pressure profile computed for the

Orton et al. (2014a) thermal profile. The occultation re-

sults for methane are at much lower levels at pressures

less than the putative methane condensation pressure
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Fig. 31.— A: Our 2013 SpeX near-IR spectrum of Uranus from latitude 24◦ N (black) compared to model spectra for the same observing

geometry but using the gas and aerosol parameters from the 20◦ N two-layer Mie scattering model for two particle size solutions: small-

particle (line only) and large-particle (lines with points). The same models, extended to the near-IR by adjusting the imaginary index of

the cloud particles, are shown in red. In the first model set of models, a vertically uniform methane mixing ratio of 2.65% was assumed up

to the methane condensation level. In the second set (red curves) a deep mixing ratio of 3.15% was assumed and a descended depletion

profile shape was used, with vx = 7.34 an Pd = 5 bars. B: ratio of model spectra to the SpeX observed spectrum. C: Imaginary index

spectra assumed in the second set of models (red), compared to imaginary index values derived by Irwin et al. (2015) and a value inferred

from a single scattering albedo used by de Kleer et al. (2015).

(about 1.2 bars). In the occultation analysis, temper-

ature and methane profiles are linked. Both tempera-

ture and composition affect density, which in turn af-

fect refractivity versus altitude, which is the main result

produced from the radio measurements. The refractiv-

ity profile can be matched by a family of thermal and

corresponding methane profiles. A hotter atmosphere is

less dense, and thus allows more methane to produce the

same refractivity. Because the occultation profiles have

such low relative methane humidities above the cloud

level compared to what the STIS spectra require to ob-

tain the best fits, the hottest occultation profile is fa-

vored. If the only allowed adjustment of methane is se-

lection of the optimum occultation profile, as was the

case for our previous analyses (Sromovsky et al. 2011,

2014), then we obtain a deep mixing ratio that is rela-

tively high (4%) so that the methane mixing ratio near

and above the cloud level can approach closer to the level

needed to provide the best spectral match. As an exam-

ple of this behavior, we carried out fits of STIS spectra

at 10◦ N, using STIS spectral fit quality as the only con-

straint, and compared that to the best fits obtained for

profiles with fixed occultation consistent methane verti-

cal profiles. The results, tabulated in the legend of Fig.

32, show that all the occultation fits are much worse

than the STIS-only constrained fits, and that the best of

the occultation constrained fits (for the F profile) is for

the hottest profile, which provides the most upper tropo-
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spheric methane, even though that has a deep methane

VMR that is much higher than is needed if one does not

force the methane to fit an occultation profile. Just be-

low the cloud level, the methane VMR at low latitudes

is closer to 2% at least in the region above the lower

tropospheric clouds (near 2.5 bars) and perhaps deeper,

although the STIS spectra are not sensitive to values

deeper than that.
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Fig. 32.— Comparison of methane profiles derived from STIS-

constrained and other spectral observations by Lellouch et al.

(2015) and Orton et al. (2014b) compared to those derived from oc-

cultation observations by Lindal et al. (1987) and Sromovsky et al.

(2011). The 4% deep methane VMR occultation profiles provide

better agreement with STIS-constrained results in the upper tro-

posphere. But without occultation constraints, the preferred deep

mixing ratio is closer to 3% for most aerosol models fit to the 730-

900 nm spectrum.

10.2. Evidence for a deep cloud layer

In our previous paper dealing with earlier STIS obser-

vations (Sromovsky et al. 2014), we found that the fit

quality at short wavelengths was improved by adding a

deep cloud layer, which we fixed at the 5 bar level and as-

sumed had the same tropospheric scattering parameters

as KT2009. The only adjustable parameter for that layer

was its wavelength-independent optical depth, which we

found to vary from about 4 at low latitudes to about half

that at high latitudes. It is possible in our current mod-

eling that the more extended vertical extent of our upper

tropospheric cloud layer serves to reduce the need for the

contribution of a deeper cloud. The main function of the

deeper cloud is to improve the fit in the 540 to 600 nm

range where matching weak methane band depth is eas-

ier if some of the aerosol scattering is moved to higher

pressures.

To provide a better test of the existence of a deeper

cloud, we looked at spectra with deeper penetration.

Choosing a spectrum with a nearly vertical view (µ =

0.9 at 10◦N), we computed simultaneous model spectra

for view angle cosines of µ = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.9, based

on the fit we obtained using the standard set of view

angle cosines (µ = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7). That model did

not fit the weak methane bands very well even with the

standard view angles and was even worse for this more

deeply penetrating set. The χ2 values rose from 586.32

to 714.59, with an expected χ2 uncertainty of 35-40. This

χ2 increase by 128.3 is about three times its uncertainty.

However, by refitting the same model (still without a

deep cloud) to the new set of view angles, we reduced

the χ2 value for this new set of angles to 705.84, and

thus reducing the difference to 119.5, which is still about

three times the expected uncertainty in χ2. After in-

serting an optically thick deep cloud with an adjustable

pressure, a new fit further reduced χ2 from 705.84 to

645.62, a decrease of 59.52, which is about 1.6 times its

uncertainty. A comparison of the latter and initial fits

to the measured spectra is displayed in Fig. 33. The χ2

improvement is even more dramatic when computed just

for the region from 540 nm through 670 nm. In that

case the χ2 change is from 180.53 to 125.17, a decrease

of 75.46, which is over three times the expected uncer-

tainty of about 22 for this more limited range that has

243 comparison points. The model with a deep cloud

also improved fits at the original set of view (and zenith)

angles. Adding that layer to the model plotted in Fig.

29 and refitting, decreased χ2 from 586.32 to 529.95, a

decrease of 56.37, with most of this change taking place

in the 540-670 nm region where χ2 dropped from 159.10

to 102.47, a decrease by 56.63, which is about 2.6 times

the expected uncertainty. Thus both sets of view angles

lead to significant local fit improvements, with derived

effective pressures of 10.6±0.4 bars for the more deeply

penetrating view angles and 9.5±0.5 bars for our stan-

dard set. A better estimate for the effective pressure of

an optically thick deep cloud is probably 10±0.5 bars.

A lower pressure is likely if the cloud is not optically

thick. When we fixed the deep cloud pressure at 5 bars

the best-fit optical depth of the cloud was 4.2±0.7 (us-

ing the more deeply penetrating spectral constraints).

This is quite consistent with the optical depth of the 5-

bar deep cloud fits of Sromovsky et al. (2014). Further

investigation of the nature of this deep cloud layer, in-
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Fig. 33.— STIS 2015 observations at 10◦N (green shading indi-

cating uncertainties), compared to fitted model results without a

deep cloud layer (red) and with a deep cloud layer (blue). These

are for non-standard, more deeply penetrating, zenith angle cosines

of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7, with largest cosines corresponding to largest

I/F values at continuum wavelengths. The legend gives χ2 values

for the entire spectral range that was fitted (0.54 - 0.96 µm) and

for the region most influenced by the deep cloud (0.54 - 0.70 µm).

cluding its latitude dependence, is left for future work.

A plausible composition for such a cloud is NH4SH.

10.3. Comparison with other models of gas and aerosol

structure on Uranus.

Models of 0.8-1.8 µm SpeX spectra of Uranus by

Tice et al. (2013) and more recently by Irwin et al.

(2015) and recent models of H-band (1.47-1.8 µm) spec-

tra by de Kleer et al. (2015) present what appear to be

different views of the cloud structure from that derived

from our STIS observations. Some fraction of the dif-

ferences are due to different constraining assumptions.

The other authors typically constrain the upper cloud

boundary pressure and fit the scale height ratio, while

we have here mainly assumed a unit scale height ratio

(particles uniformly mixed with gas) and treated the up-

per boundary pressure as adjustable. The differences are

probably not due to very different conditions on Uranus,

as the spectral observations are generally very similar,

as illustrated in Fig. 34. These spectra are all obtained

near the center of the disk, and all near latitude 20◦ N.

In most of the spectral range they are all within 10%

of each other. The main exception is the de Kleer et al.

(2015) spectrum, which is much brighter than the other

two spectra in the 1.63-1.8 µm region. This would pre-

sumably lead to a model with much greater stratospheric

haze contributions than would be needed to match the

other spectra. To better characterize these differences

and better understand their origin, we attempted to re-

produce results from these near-IR analyses.

The first attempt was to match the Irwin et al. (2015)

retrieval of a two-cloud structure from the Tice et al.

(2013) 2009 SpeX central meridian data (0.8-1.8 µm

range). They used 1.6% deep CH4 with 30% RH above

condensation level and the Lindal et al. (1987) Model D

T(P) profile. They retrieved self-consistent refractive

indexes for their Tropospheric Cloud (TC) and Tropo-

spheric Haze (TH), similar to Tice et al. 2-cloud model.

They retrieved particle sizes, but used ”combined H-G”

phase function fits in the forward modeling, rather than

Mie calculations. An additional complication was that

their plots of optical depth vs pressure were incorrect

in the paper (estimated to be about an order of mag-

nitude too large, P.G.J. Irwin private communication).

That and the uncertain way double HG phase functions

were obtained from the Mie phase functions, led us to

not attempt detailed quantitative comparisons.

We decided to make our quantitative comparisons with

2-cloud results of Tice et al. (2013). This was more

tractable, as the phase functions for both TC (tropo-

spheric cloud) and UH (Upper Haze, called TH in Ir-

win et al.) were simply H-G phase functions with an

assumed asymmetry parameter g = 0.7. They also

utilized wavelength-dependent optical depths based on

Mie calculations of extinction efficiency, but they did

not use the wavelength-dependent phase functions or

wavelength-dependent asymmetry parameters for either

particle mode. Although, for the larger particles in the

TC, the asymmetry parameter obtained from Mie calcu-

lations is close to their chosen value, the 0.1-µm parti-

cle model has a very small asymmetry, which leads to

a backscatter phase function value about ten times that

for an HG function with g = 0.7. Since their UH (or

TH) particles have such small optical depths, their con-

tribution can be well approximated by single-scattering,

in which case the observed I/F contribution is given by

I/F =
1

4
̟P (θ)τ/µ (7)

where θ is the scattering angle (about 180◦ in this case), τ

is the vertical optical depth, and µ is the cosine of the ob-

server zenith angle. This makes the modeled I/F strongly

dependent on the assumed phase function, specifically its

backscatter amplitude. While there is substantial varia-

tion in scattering efficiency with wavelength for a 0.1-µm

particle, such a particle would not have such a strongly

forward peaked phase function, and would probably re-

quire roughly a factor of ten lower optical depth than

Tice et al. (2013) found for their UH layer. However,
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Fig. 34.— Comparison of near-IR spectra of Uranus. Our 2013 central-disk spectrum is shown in black. The 2009 SpeX central-disk

spectrum of Tice et al. (2013) is shown in blue, and the 2010 OSIRIS 10◦S - 10◦ N spectrum of de Kleer et al. (2015) in red. The bottom

panel plots the ratio of each spectrum to our 2013 SpeX spectrum.

using their peculiar scattering characterization for this

layer, and using their more plausible characterization

for the lower layer, and their chosen single-scattering

albedos, we were able to roughly match our own 2013

SpeX center-of-disk spectra (which are quite similar to

the spectra shown in the Tice paper). Thus we have two

different vertical structures that can match the spectra.

Ours has a single tropospheric layer uniformly mixed be-

tween 1.06 and 3.3 bars (small particle solution), while

theirs has a very strongly varying optical depth per bar

between their assumed cloud top of 1 bar and their fit-

ted bottom at 2.3 bars. We did not attempt to reproduce

the more complex structures based on Sromovsky et al.

(2011) three- and four-cloud models.

We also tried to reproduce de Kleer et al. (2015) re-

sults for a 2-cloud model. Their retrievals were for a

more limited H-band wavelength range (H-band spec-

tra). Their spectra were also similar to our 2013 SpeX re-

sults, except their dark regions were as much as 3-4 times

brighter (see Fig. 34). They used a two-stream radiative

transfer model, with wavelength dependent H-G param-

eters based on Mie calculations. Using their retrieved

optical depths, we roughly matched their window I/F.

However, we used correlated-k coefficients for Hartmann

type line-shape wings, while de Kleer et al. used the

hybrid wing shape from Sromovsky et al. (2012a) that

produces more absorption in the H-band window. Using

these c-k coefficients, our I/F values in the methane win-

dow were lower than those of de Kleer et al. by a factor

of 2 or so. The origin of these differences remain to be

determined. It is likely that it is not entirely a result of

very different numbers of streams, as de Kleer et al. did

trial calculations showing that their approximation was

good to within ∼10%.

A comparison of the characteristics of the tropospheric

cloud models from aforementioned references is displayed

in Fig. 35. Although all of these models provide good fits

to the spectra (ignoring the fact that we could not repro-

duce all these results), they have very different vertical

structures and total optical depths and column masses.

In fact the widest variation in total cloud mass is be-

tween our own small-particle and large-particle solutions.

In the log-log plot in Fig. 35A, the various cloud struc-

tures seem more similar than in the linear plot in panel

B, where the huge differences in optical depths and mass

loading are more accurately conveyed. The column num-

ber density in particles per unit area is computed as

n = τ/(πr2Qext), where r is the particle radius and

Qext is the extinction efficiency (extinction cross section

divided by geometric cross section). From n the mass
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loading (mass per unit area) is computed as m = nρπr3,

assuming that the particle density ρ is 1 g/cm3. Our

small-particle tropospheric cloud is one of very low main-

tenance. It needs very little material to form, the parti-

cles fall slowly because they are small, and thus probably

a low level of mixing is needed to sustain it. It also has

the virtue of having a refractive index similar to that of

its potential main component, H2S. The large particle

cloud is thirty times more massive, with larger particles

that fall much more quickly, needing much more vertical

transport to be sustained.

If these clouds are to be made of H2S, it is worth con-

sidering whether there is enough H2S available to make

them. For a mixing ratio αH2S , the mass per unit area

of H2S between two pressures separated by ∆P would be

(MH2S/M)αH2S∆P/g, where g is gravity (9.748 m/s2),

and the ratio of molecular weights of H2S to the total

is given by 34/2.3 = 14.78. For H2S to condense at the

tropospheric (layer-2) cloud base its mixing ratio must

have a minimum value that depends on base pressure as

shown in Fig. 36. To condense at the 3.3 bar level would

require the H2S VMR to be equal to its the solar mixing

ratio of 3.1×10−5 (Lodders 2003). About 10 times that

VMR would be needed to condense as deep as the 5 bar

level and about ten times less would lead to condensa-

tion no deeper than the 2.4 bars. Microwave observations

by de Pater et al. (1991) suggest H2S is at least a factor

of ten above solar. Even for just a 10 ppm mixing ratio,

this yields an H2S mass loading of 169 mg/cm2 per bar of

pressure difference. Thus, condensing all the H2S in just

a 1-bar interval would make 170 times the cloud mass

that is inferred for the large-particle solution and more

than 5000 times the mass needed for the small-particle

cloud. Thus, none of these clouds is immediately ruled

out by lack of condensable supply. A more sophisticated

microphysical analysis would be needed to evaluate them,

accounting for eddy mixing, coagulation, sedimentation,

and other effects. Another test would be to compare

model spectra for these various distributions with STIS

spectra at CCD wavelengths. We have verified that our

STIS-based models can fit near-IR spectra, but the re-

verse has not yet been demonstrated for near-IR based

models.

11. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We observed Uranus with the HST/STIS instrument in

2015, following the same approach as in 2012 and 2002.

We aligned the instrument’s slit parallel to the spin axis

of Uranus and stepped the slit across the face of Uranus

from the limb to the center of the planet, building up an

image of half the disk with each of 1800 wavelengths from

300.4 to 1020 nm. The main purpose was to constrain

the distribution of methane in the atmosphere of Uranus,

taking advantage of the wavelength region near 825 nm

where hydrogen absorption competes with methane ab-

sorption and displays a clear spectral signature. Our

revised analysis approach used a considerably simplified

cloud structure, relaxed the restriction that methane and

thermal profiles should be consistent with radio occul-

tation results, considered the new Uranus global mean

profile of Orton et al. (2014a) that was inconsistent with

radio occultation results, and included parameters defin-

ing the methane profile as part of the adjusted parame-

ter sets in fitting observed spectra. This revised analysis

applied to STIS observations of Uranus from 2015 and

comparisons with similar 2002 and 2012 observations, as

well as analysis of HST and Keck/NIRC2 imaging ob-

servations from 2007 and 2015, and IRTF SpeX spectra

from 2013, have led us to the following conclusions.

1. TEMPORAL CHANGES

1.1 A direct comparison of 2012 STIS spectra with

2015 STIS spectra reveals no statistically significant

difference at low latitudes. At 10◦N and a zenith

cosine of 0.7, the spectra from the two years are

within the noise level of the measurements.

1.2 A different result is obtained by comparing 2012

and 2015 STIS spectra at high latitudes. There

we find significant differences at pseudo-continuum

wavelengths beyond 500 nm, where weaker methane

bands are present, and where the 2015 I/F exceeds

2012 I/F values by up to 0.04 I/F units (about 15-

20%). However, no difference is seen in the strong

methane bands that would be sensitive to changes

in stratospheric aerosols.

1.3 The brightening of high latitudes at pseudo con-

tinuum wavelengths between 2012 and 2015 is a re-

sult of increased scattering by tropospheric aerosols,

and not due to a change in the effective methane

mixing ratio. This is shown by radiation transfer

modeling as well as by direct comparisons of imag-

ing at wavelengths with different fractions of hydro-

gen and methane absorption.

1.4 The polar brightening from 2012 to 2015 that

we found in comparisons of STIS spectra is part

of a long-term trend evident from comparisons of

H-band images from the 2007 equinox and on-

ward, including recent images obtained in 2017

(Fry and Sromovsky 2017).
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Fig. 35.— Comparison of tropospheric cloud density vertical profiles on log scales (A) and linear scales (B). Our small-particle fit is

shown with solid lines in both panels, while results from other investigators are shown using lines defined in the legend. The Irwin et al.

(2015) result has been scaled downward by a factor of 10, which is a rough correction from what is shown in the left panel their Fig. 2,

suggested by P.G.J. Irwin (personal communication). Their profile was derived for a deep methane mixing ratio of 1.6% and would move

upward by several hundred mbar for double that mixing ratio. The Tice et al. (2013) profile was derived using a deep methane mixing ratio

of 2.2%, which is also the case for the de Kleer et al. (2015) profile. As noted in the legend, our small-particle model has much less optical

depth at 1.6 µm and much less total mass than the other results shown. The estimated total column cloud mass per unit area assumes a

density of 1 g/cm3.
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base versus cloud base pressure.

2. METHANE DISTRIBUTION:

2.1 While the increased brightness of the polar region

between 2012 and 2015 is due to increased aerosol

scattering, the fact that the polar region is much

brighter than low latitudes in 2015 is due to the

lower mixing ratio of upper tropospheric methane

at high latitudes.

2.2 We found that the STIS spectra from 2015 and

2012 can be well fit by relatively simple aerosol

structures. We used a two-layer cloud structure

with an optically thin stratospheric haze, and one

tropospheric cloud, the latter extending from near

1 bar to several bars. This is similar to the 2-cloud

model of Tice et al. (2013) except that we fit the

upper boundary instead of fixing the upper bound-

ary and fitting the scale height ratio. The parti-

cles in the tropospheric cloud were modeled either

as spherical particles uniformly mixed with the gas

and with a fitted real index, or as non-spherical

particles using an HG phase function with a fitted

asymmetry parameter.

2.3 Our initial fits to the 2015 STIS spectra over the

entire range from 540 nm to 980 nm using either a

two-cloud or three-cloud model using spherical par-
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ticles of real refractive index of n = 1.4 produced

good overall fits that were especially bad near 830

nm, just where the spectrum is especially sensitive

to the methane to hydrogen ratio. Much better fits

were obtained by allowing the refractive index of the

tropospheric aerosols to be adjusted, which yielded

two solutions, one a large-particle low-index solu-

tion and second small-particle high-index solution,

the latter providing the better fit and somewhat

closer match to the refractive index of H2S.

2.4 Our preliminary 2-cloud models using spherical

particles found little variation as a result of using

different temperature profiles, as long as we did

not force the deep methane mixing ratio or the

methane humidity above the condensation level to

be constrained either by occultation results or by

a prohibition against supersaturation. We chose to

use the Orton et al. (2014a) profile, even though

it is inconsistent with occultation results, because

its higher upper tropospheric temperatures allowed

more methane without supersaturation.

2.5 For subsequent models containing a stratospheric

haze and just a single tropospheric conservative

Mie-scattering layer mixed uniformly with the gas,

we did preliminary fits to spectra at 10◦ N and

60◦ N over the 730 nm to 900 nm range, and for

both 2012 and 2015, assuming that methane was

uniformly mixed below the condensation level. We

found two classes of solutions, one with large par-

ticles of 1.1-1.75 µm in radius and a real index

of 1.22±0.05 to 1.28±0.07, and a second solution

set with small particles about 0.24±0.07 µm to

0.34±0.1 µm in radius with much larger real in-

dex values from 1.55±0.16 to 1.86±0.30. The small

particle index values are much closer to that of H2S,

a prime candidate for the cloud’s main constituent.

2.6 The above preliminary fits with uniform methane

mixing ratios found those ratios ranged from

2.56%±0.26% to 3.16%±0.5% at 10◦N, and from

0.74%±0.05% to 0.99%±0.08% at 60◦N, with lower

values in both cases obtained from the large par-

ticle solutions, but good agreement between 2012

and 2015 in both cases.

2.7 Preliminary fits using non-spherical HG parti-

cles for the single tropospheric cloud layer pro-

duced similar results, with a methane mixing ra-

tio from 2.85%±0.3% to 3.48%±0.5% at 10◦N and

from 0.97%±0.06% to 1.04%±0.07% at 60◦N, and

in this case differences between 2012 and 2015 are

within estimated uncertainties.

2.8 All the above preliminary fits found methane hu-

midities in the 68% to 95% at 10◦N, and 30% to 56%

at 60◦N, generally with uncertainties of 12-16% and

18-26% respectively.

2.9 STIS results in the upper troposphere are in good

agreement with the Lellouch et al. (2015) results

based on Herschel observations. For 2015, the rela-

tive methane humidity above the nominal conden-

sation level, which is roughly at the 1-bar level, for

the Orton et al. thermal profile is roughly 50%

north of 30◦ N but near saturation from 20◦ N and

southward, but becomes supersaturated for the F1

and F0 profiles.

2.10 Latitude dependent fits assuming a uniform

methane mixing ratio below the condensation level

show that a local maximum value of about 3% is

attained near 10◦N latitude. From that point the

effective mixing ratio smoothly declines by a factor

of 2 by 45◦N, and by a factor of three by 60◦N,

attaining a value of about 1% from 60◦ to 70◦N.

However, if particle absorption is present, the de-

rived mixing ratios are lowered by up to 10% of

their values, or possibly more, depending on mod-

els. Thus, it is not possible to give a firm value of

the mixing ratio without a deeper understanding to

the aerosols within the atmosphere.

2.11 For a vertically uniform methane mixing ratio,

the high-latitude model fits failed to accurately fol-

low the observed spectra in the 750 nm region, sug-

gesting that the upper tropospheric methane mix-

ing ratio increased with depth. This was espe-

cially obvious for the 2012 observations, probably

because of reduced aerosol scattering in 2012. A

model profile containing a vertical gradient above

the 5-bar level, using either what Sromovsky et al.

(2011) called a descended depletion profile or a step

decrease at the 3 bar level made a substantial im-

provement in the fit quality.

2.12 When the methane depletion with latitude is

modeled as a stepped depletion, we find that the

step change occurs at pressures between 3 and 5

bars, although the uncertainty is typically 2 bars.

This level applies between about 50◦ and 70◦N, but

moves to lower pressures between 50◦ N and 20◦ N,

and remains near the condensation level from that

point to 20◦S. The mixing ratio above the break
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point pressure is near 0.75% in the 60◦N to 70◦N

range, increasing to about 1.2% at low latitudes, al-

though by that point the depleted layer is so thin

that it is hard to distinguish from the uniformly

mixed case with a single mixing ratio up to the con-

densation level.

2.13 Because the shape of the descended profile

makes the depth parameter of that profile difficult

to constrain with the spectral observations, we were

guided by the stepped depletion results to choose

a fixed depth parameter of 5 bars, and fit just

the shape parameter vx as a function of latitude.

The results show a relatively smooth variation from

slightly greater than 1 at high latitudes, increasing

to about 4 by 30◦N, then rising to very high val-

ues at low latitudes, which yields a nearly vertical

profile that produces negligible depletion.

3. AEROSOL PROPERTIES:

3.1 Preliminary fits with non-spherical particles with

a simple HG phase function yielded asymmetry pa-

rameters that ranged from 0.43±0.04 at 10◦N to

0.26-0.39 at 60◦N. These are smaller values than the

commonly used value of g = 0.7, e.g. by Tice et al.

(2013). It is also smaller than the asymmetry pa-

rameters of even the small-particle solutions for the

tropospheric aerosols, which ranged from about 0.4

at 1.6 µm to 0.6 at 0.8 µm. The large-particle asym-

metry values were near 0.86 at 0.8 µm and 0.9 at

1.6 µm.

3.2 The cloud pressure boundaries varied with model

structure. When a vertically uniform methane pro-

file is assumed, the top boundary of the cloud is

precisely constrained and nearly invariant with lat-

itude, moving from slightly greater than 1 bar at

low latitudes to almost exactly 1 bar at high lati-

tudes. The lower boundary is more uncertain vary-

ing about a mean near 2.6 bars. The optical depth

of the tropospheric cloud declines by roughly a fac-

tor of two from low to high latitudes, when 2012 and

2015 results are averaged. For the stepped deple-

tion models, the top boundary behavior is similar to

that of the uniform model, but the bottom bound-

ary moves from 2.5 bars at low latitude to 3 bars at

high latitude.

3.3 A very different characteristic is seen for the de-

scended methane fits as a function of latitude. In

this case the upper boundary of the tropospheric

cloud moves significantly downward with latitude

instead of slightly upward, with the pressure in-

creasing from about 1.1 bar to 1.3 bar. We also

found that the refractive index increased with lat-

itude, from 1.6 to about 2.0, perhaps a result of

a low-index coating evaporating from a high index

core as the cloud descends to warmer temperatures.

The particle radius also decreases somewhat with

latitude, which would be consistent with that spec-

ulation. The tropospheric cloud optical depth is

also seen to decline somewhat at high latitudes, as

seen for other models.

3.4 The real refractive index of the main cloud has a

relatively flat latitude dependence for the stepped

depletion model, but significant increases with lat-

itude are seen for uniform and descended depletion

models. Better agreement is obtained at low lati-

tudes, where weighted averages over 2012 and 2015

from 20◦S to 20◦N are 1.65±0.08, 1.66±0.07, and

1.63±0.07 for uniform, stepped depletion, and de-

scended depletion models respectively, which are

all above the expected value of 1.55 for H2S by

amounts that are not much greater than combined

uncertainties.

3.5 The way aerosol contributions produce the in-

creased polar brightness between 2012 and 2015 is

simplest to understand within the context of the

models assuming vertically uniform methane. In

these cases an increased amount of scattering in the

main cloud layer produces the brightness increase.

And at 60◦ N and 70◦ N this is due to a combina-

tion of increased optical depth and increased par-

ticle size. Similar effects are seen in the stepped

depletion model model (small particle solution). In

the descended depletion model it appears that an

increase in the cloud top pressure over time may be

a significant factor. For the simple non-spherical

HG particle cloud we found a 37% increase in opti-

cal depth coupled with a 33% decrease in the asym-

metry parameter from 0.39 to 0.26. These effects

would produce a combined rise in pseudo continuum

I/F of about 32% (= 0.45×(0.37+0.33)), which is

comparable to the observed change.

3.6 The association of high-latitude methane deple-

tions with descending motions of an equator-to-pole

deep Hadley cell does not seem to be consistent with

the behavior of the detected aerosol layers, at least

if one ignores other cloud generation mechanisms

such as sparse local convection. Both on Uranus
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and Neptune (de Pater et al. 2014), aerosol layers

seem to form in what are thought to be downwelling

regions on the basis of the effective methane mixing

ratio determinations.

3.7 Models using conservative spherical particles in

the tropospheric cloud layer have significant flaws

when fit to the wider spectral range from 540 nm

to 980 nm and assuming a real index of refraction

of n = 1.4. Much smaller flaws are seen with small

particles with a larger refractive index, but more

accurate fits require additional wavelength depen-

dent scattering characteristics. This can be done by

adding absorption in the longer wavelength regions,

which allows increasing optical depths enough to

brighten the shorter wavelength regions. For small

particles with high real index values we needed to

increase the imaginary index from zero at short

wavelengths to 1.09×10−3 between 670 to 730 nm

and to 4.9×10−2 from 730 nm to 1 µm. For

non-spherical HG particles, we were able to match

the same spectral region by creating an appropri-

ate variation in optical depth with wavelength. It

is also possible to produce a similar fit for DHG

particles by appropriate wavelength dependence in

the phase function, following an approach used by

KT2009.

3.8 We were able to extend Mie model fits to the

near-IR spectral range by further adjustments of

the imaginary index with wavelength. For small

particles the imaginary index had to be elevated to

0.1 at 1.6 µm, where its single-scattering albedo de-

scends to 0.64. For large particles, the needed imag-

inary index increase was to a level eight times less

than for small particles, and the single-scattering

albedo was decreased to a more modest value of

0.90.

3.9 Our two solutions for cloud structures that can

match spectra from visible to near-IR wavelengths

to at least 1.6 µm, require vast differences in the

total optical depth and cloud mass. These so-

lutions bound solutions from other investigators,

which have different vertical structures that in most

cases match spectra from 0.8 to 1.6 µm. The col-

umn masses of particles in these clouds range from

500 to 17 times smaller than the total mass of H2S

in a 1-bar pressure interval, and thus, even the most

massive of these clouds cannot be ruled out on the

basis of insufficient parent condensate.

3.10 We found evidence for a deep cloud layer in the

9 bar to 11 bar range if optically thick and possi-

bly composed of NH4SH. Including this layer in our

models has the main effect of improving our fits to

the weak methane band structure at wavelengths

from 540 nm to 600 nm. Placing the deep cloud at

5 bars yields an optical depth near 4 but a worse

fit to the spectra. Further work is needed to better

constrain the properties of this cloud.

4. CONSTRAINTS ON H2S:

4.1 If the tropospheric cloud is a condensation cloud,

H2S is the likely main component. This conclusion

is based on the fact that virtually all of the model

cloud mass is below the level at which methane

can condense, but likely within the pressure range

at which H2S can condense. It is also the case

that our preferred small-particle solutions are in

rough agreement with the refractive index of H2S

at low latitudes, although that agreement worsens

at high latitudes and thus does not provide com-

pelling support. More compelling support for H2S

as the main constituent of this cloud is the recent

detection of H2S vapor at saturation levels above

this cloud (Irwin et al. 2018). What remains un-

clear is whether the spectrally varying imaginary

index that seems to be required for this cloud is

compatible with the absorbing properties of con-

densed H2S.

4.2 Based on the estimated bottom boundary of the

tropospheric aerosol layer, if the small particle solu-

tion is to be consistent with a composition of H2S,

the mixing ratio of H2S at the 3.3-bar level and im-

mediately below must be at least ∼30 ppm. To be

consistent with the large particle solution would re-

quire around an order of magnitude higher VMR

near the 5-bar level.

Advancing our understanding of the distribution and

composition of Uranus’ aerosols would be helped by

good measurements of the optical properties of H2S, the

most likely primary constituent of the most visible tropo-

spheric cloud layer. Another helpful undertaking would

be microphysical modeling of photochemical haze for-

mation and seasonal evolution as well as microphysical

modeling of condensation clouds. The variety of vertical

aerosol structures and mass loadings that can produce

model spectra matching the observations is surprisingly

large and it seems likely that not all of these options
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would satisfy microphysical constraints. A better under-

standing of the aerosols is also the key to better con-

straints on the distribution of methane because differ-

ent aerosol models yield different methane mixing ratios,

with deep VMR values mostly falling between 2% and

4%. As Uranus seems to be continuing to change, espe-

cially the continued brightening of the north polar region

through at least 2017, and many uncertainties remain,

continued observations are also warranted.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL.

The calibrated hyperspectral STIS cubes are archived at the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST) as High

Level Science Products (HLSPs). They can be found at

https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/uranus-stis/; https://dx.doi.org/10.17909/T9KQ4N. The 2015 cube is named

hlsp uranus-stis hst stis uranus-2015 g430l-g750l v1 cube.fits; 2002 and 2012 cubes are named analagously. The hy-

perspectral cubes contain calibrated I/F values as a function of wavelength and location, with navigation backplanes

that provide viewing geometry and latitude-longitude coordinates for each pixel. A detailed explanation of the file

contents is provided in the file README SUPPLEMENTAL.TXT. A sample IDL program that reads a cube file,

plots a monochromatic image, extracts data from a particular location on the disc, and plots a spectrum, is provided

in the file stis cube example.pro. The IDL astronomy library will be needed to run the sample program.

NOTE: Until the MAST archive submission is finalized, which is underway at this writing and expected to be complete

by the end of June 2018, the materials will be available for review at http://www.ssec.wisc.edu/planetary/ uranus/

onlinedata/ura2015stis/.

http://www.ssec.wisc.edu/planetary/

